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tne
A3 the correspondents were not
second, both said they stung-lVillaneuva and Bernal, in San Miguel
or not, he is not a fit person to be a Brazil.
Octaviano A. Larrazolo, the
tlieved the Tirae3 buiilMi? was TAP LINE ALLOWANCES
near i'ie firing line and those
Will Make Good.
Dry
Farming
county. Mr. Gallegos who is a can- FOR LUMBER TRADE.
jailer.
silver tongued orator of New
who witnessed the battle from the dynamited.
Jensen, beside this, said
"Many things have been accomplish
c'Hate for notiination as county com"The labor of prisoners should
Mexico, will sneak in tha TTnll
that he believed labor union mom hers
river were fired on.
two
or
which
decade
ed
within
the
last
niissloner, served in the last legisla-- !
stand the same tests as that of any
They Will Not Be Cancelled in the
of Representatives at the Capl- and leaders were respon3!.e for it.
Hot Fire From Rsbels.
our forefathers thought to be impos
8outh on November 1, as Had
other persons not prisoners.
lure wuere ue uiaue a gooa record. X tol at 7:30 o'clock tonight.
At the first sound of firing. Admiral
Any sible," he Bald. "And there are many
He Is an enthusiastic good roads X
Been Announced.
Mr. Larrazolo has just ar-factory labor or mining or any other who will
Sah
Chen
!n
nommnnd
of
the
Ping,
laugh now at the idea of dry
booster.
88
kind of labor carried on In orisons
rrlved from a successful cam- Chinese
X
ordered
nu.n
MR.
landed
BURSUM AT
warsh'p,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
must be done under healthful condi- farming ultimately winning under cir
Washington, D. C Oct. 18. Flor- X paign tour of Colfax county
88
CARLSBAD TONIGHT.
cumstances which do not seem to to support General Chang Piao,
ence E. Nabours has been appointed X and will deliver a
Washington, D. C, Oct. 18. All of
and
with
reasonable
tions,
adhours and
of
commander
the
ot
stirring
the
who
those
but
troops
toward
success,
the
as postmaster at White Mountain, X dress on the issues that con-tap line allowances givno improper strain. I do not believe point
.
who hid assumed 88
Holm O. Bursum will speak
are studying ways and means for the Wt; Chang distrl-j:en along the lumber carrying railwe should use the idea or give the
(late Three Rivers), Otero county, N. X front the voter November 7.
88
command
the
of
The
at Carlsbad tonight and will
imperial troops.
of the dry farmer know, in
roads in the south which were to have
M. William W. Bracken has been ap- X The
idea to prisoners that work is punish- prosperity
public is invited to hear
their heart of hearts that the outcome rebels had anticipated tn's move by 88 be in Las Cruces Friday, Oc-been cancelled on November 1, will
pointed postmaster at Wooten, Chaves X him add Santa Fe will doubt- ment. We do not want to teach them will
the fleet and directed & hot fire on 88 tober 20. He has met with 8
be victory."
be continued in effect until February
to hate work. To try to make their
county, N. M. Rio Pueblo, Taos coun- X less turn out en masse to wel- thusiastic
Dr. Ella S. Webb of St. Paul was the warships and the landing parties
1, 1912. The Interstate
receptions every-8- 8
commerce
ty, N. M., has been discontinued and X come this noted sneaker.
work distasteful is cruel and sense- - the
where.
before the conprincipal
speaker
commission announced today that it
the mail is now sent to Penasco.
less.
88
88
on
J8
(Continued
88 had reached no final conclusion
Page ttlgkt.)
gress of Farm Women.
S83888$83838J83S8838888S
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X

The Little Store
to Eat and

Good

Everything

Under the

to be as

Solitaire Brand

Represented

1

CO.

EHT

GIVE

The Delicatessen Store

j

:

:

:

:
'

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

LOUIS NAPOLEON

191 Black.

&

WHOLESALE

people

simpb
of the

OCTOBER'S TAPESTRY.
By the mountain stands October,
Like a weaver brown and old;
For his warp he uses sunbeams
Threads of palpitating gold;
And the loom spread out before him
Is like forest dim and green,
While his shuttle plying swiftly,
Is the wind of Autumn keen.

For his woof he chooses colors
Amethyst and purple lost
In the blue of smoke and shadows,
In the gray of early frost;

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
:

create
than a

stomach.
We urge every one suffering from
indigestany stomach derangement,
ion or dyspepsia, whether acute or
chronic, to try Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, with the distinct understanding
that we will refund their money!
without question or formality, if after
reasonable use of this medicine they'
are not satisfied with the result. We
recommend them to our customers
every day, and have yet to hear of
any one who has not been benefitted
by them. Three sizes, 25c, 50c, and
Sold in Santa Fe only
$1.00 a box.
at our store The Rexall Store. The
Fischer Drug Co., Santa Fe, N. M.

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ALL
CASH PURCHASES.
REGISTER
TICKETS WITH

Bread and Cakes every day

Health Impossible With a Dis
ordered Stomach.

There is nothing that will
sickness or cause more trouble
disordered stomach, and many
daily contract serious maladies
through disregard or abuse

Under thisJJrand

WE

Good

We Guarantee

Everything

WORLD'S GREATEST SHOT
GIVES EXHIBITION. FOLKS PAST FIFTY

CAUSES SICKNESS

RETAIL

j

Vivid carmine, saffron, amber;
Faded tints the Summer left;
Mauve and lilac softly blended
All these form October's weft,

hear the music
Of his shuttle and his loom;
All day long I watch him weaving
Till the stars begin to bloom.
And the figures on his fabric,
As each day they brighter grow.
Seem the form and flow'r-lik- e
faces
Of the Junes I used to know.
Alice E. Allen in October Lippin- All day long I

cott's.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
For INTERNATIONAL

Sole Agent

UFaLFA

STOCK

AROUND

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and

SEED.

packag

LE0 HERSCH

LUMBER

&

COAL YARD

DAWSON COAL
Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Qar
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
To se,ect yur stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are

always acceptable.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
THIS

Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF

LEARN
are ordering in

ANN COMPANY

ARD-LINDE- M

shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
car-lo-

ad

LEARNARD &
L1NDEMANN

CO.

E. M. Lehnor,

Established 1900

'

Albuqurque,
Piano Tuner,

Expert German

New Mexico

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular pri

CI1ICK'S

HACK

LINE

pnone Blaek

and tadrfl

uggi

horaaa.

THEODORE C0RRICK,
132.

Defendant Gets Children.
Judge Ira A. Abhott at AlbuquerGood Advertising.
que yesterday, signed a decree in the
case of Joseph L. Duran against Feli-pit- a One of the most effective advertise
New Mexico has ever received
C. Duran, giving
the plaintiff ments
certain real estate but the defendant is carried in the attractive thirty-fiv- e
page pamphlet just issued by State
the two minor children.
Engineer Charles D. Miller, containing Mr. Miller's address on "The IrWhiskey Was Boss.
In a free for all scrap in which rigation Resources of New Mexico,"
before the New Mexico Development
whiskey played the major part. Led
Padilla received a wound in His head conference at Mountainair during
and in his side, at Estancia, and had August last. The pamphlet is profus-lillustrated with half-ton- e
to take to bed; David Sanchez has a
plates se- on
his
bruise
head and Daniel Dow is
in jail charged with assault with a PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Your druggist will refund money if
deadly weapon.
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
Four Flusher Arrested.
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
G. E. Randall
of Naravlsa. Quay Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c
county, is in jail, charged with trading 1,000 acres in Georgia, which
Ed. W. Rowland and Edwin Clifford
could not be found, for a
One.)
farm in Quay county, the latter hav
ing been the property of Frank B.
OFFER
Hall. Hall went to Georgia but could
not find his newly acquired

ISTJSE

CASCARETS

What Glasses Are to Weak Eyes,
Are to Weak Bowels A

Cas-caret-

s

10
Cent Box Will Truly Amaze You

Most old people must give to the
bowels some regular help, else they
suffer from constipation. The condition is perfectly natural. It is just
as natural as it is for old people to
walk slowly. For age is never so
active as youth. The muscles
are
less elastic. And the bowels are
muscles.
So all old people need Cascarets
One might as well refuse to aid weak
eyes with glasses as to neglect this
gentle aid to weak bowels. The
bowels must be kept active. This is
important at all ages, but never so
much as at fifty.
Age is not a time for harsh physics.
You may occasionally whip
the
bowels into activity. But a lash
can't be use every day. What the
bowels of the old need is a gentle
and natural tonic. One that can be
constantly used without harm. The
only such tonic is Cascarets and they
cost only 10 cecnts per box at any
drug store). They work while you
sleep.

lected with a view to giving a comprehensive idea of the extent and varied character of the irrigation development thus far attained, and the vast
possibilities for future development.
Mr. Mi:r has treated his subject with
extreme conservation. Yet it shows
resources so enormous and opportunities so attractive as to compel attention. The pamphlet, printed on
heavy book paper and attractivelj
bound, will be widely distributed. In
addition to the mailing lists of the en
gineer's office, a copy will be sent to
every person who has made inquiry
to the Bureau of Immigration for information about New Mexico during
the past year. A copy will be placed
in all of the larger public libraries. of
the United States and considerable
numbers will he distributed by the
railroads entering New Mexico. The
engineer's pamphlet is the most comprehensive and most accurate statement of the irrigation resources of the
Sunshine State that has been made.
The wide distribution given the pamphlet by the engineer and the Bureau
of Immigration will make it the most
effective publication of the kind the
state has issued. Bureau of Immigration Bulletin.

Prtp. n

a

THE

House Burned Down,
The home of Mrs. Harvey Jackson
at Estancia, whose husband is at San
ta a e at work, was burned to the
ground Monday.
Mrs. Jackson left
her
daughter Delphine,
in the house while she went out to
milk the cows. The child evidently
palled some burning coals from the
stove and scattered them on the floor,
for when Mrs. Jackson returned to
the house it was ablaze and little Del.
phine was under a table hiding from
the flames. The child was rescued by
the mother, but the house is a total
loss. Mrs. Jackson and child win
join her husband at Santa Fe shortly.
three-year-ol- d

TO AND FROM

ROSVLL.

Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Rosv en, dally
Automobile leave Vaughn for Ros
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives nt Ros
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Hoswell for Vaughn at 6 p. in.
The
m
.fweiri Santa F and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $io.
Reserve seats on auto
tiobile "y wire. J. W Sockard. -

AVIATOR
OF
LAUGHS

DAVE

LEWIS
IN THE SONG

FARCE

WHEN YOU REPAIR THE OLD HOUSE OR BUILD THE NEW
ONE, REMEMBER THAT GOOD PAINTS ARE ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY TO KEEP THE HOUSE FROM ROTTING. PAINT IS
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
PAINT IS ALSO A LUXURY. YOU KNOW YOU WILL FEEL
BETTER IN A NEWLY PAINTED HOME. ASK YOUR WIFE IF
SHE DOESN'T WANT THE HOUSE PAINTED?

Phone 14.

WIFE
Acts
In 3

ByCAMPBELL B.CASAD

Oct. 9
Thursday, $1.00
and
Prices,

....

If Its

Hardware We Have

It

Phone 14

Phone,

GORMLEY

BTM619

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS
in State Colors for 65c.
Appropriate

Novelties

for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable

at short notice.

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
the City of Toledo, County end State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of Decern

ber A.
(Seal)

D.,

Uni.

A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.
Halls Catarrh Cure is taken Intern
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
Send for testimonials free.
P. J. CHENEY ac CO., TOLEDO. O
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN

:

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

oal

WATER CO.

'

Wood

wsss-tits-.

pation.

Screened IiiL6 Lump

Imperial Laundry

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smilhirg Coal. Steam Coal.
sawed Wood and Kindling.
HnNTRirMt AVKNTTIE
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. 4 8. F. Depot.

For Best Laundry Work

Telephone

85

Telephone 85

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Browli, Agent.
Phone Red No. 23.

Phone, Red

No. 23

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

FAR

PHONE

RED 122

OiuXp
CAT

Improved

and unimproved City Property,

Orchards

andRancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.

Modern Residences for Rent.

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

$1.50
75c.
Direct From Its Run at the Whitney Opera House,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Chicago
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store French Noodle Order 20c a dish,
New York Chop Suey 50c.
Tuesday Oct. 17.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

DON'T LIE
TO YOUR

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

If you want anything on earth try
a Want ad in tha New Mexlcai

y

San Francisco Street.

NAW IC THE TIME
flUW Ij inC lllUC

Death of Healthseeker.
Myers, aged 24 years, a
He threw five bluerock targets into
healthseeker from Finlay, Ohio, Ud the air and hit them all with
the pump
at hub. vegas yesieruay aueruoon.
gun
any reached the ground.
His last shot was a very difficult one
rfoDDGCi at Las vegas liotei.
and is thlIg deserjDed: With an emnH
. hfi wonlH eiprf
J. A. O'Rourke, proprietor of a Las shfi ,n tha m,mn
Vegas hotel, was robbed of a gold lt hlgn lnt0 the air ,ay the gun as,de
waicu anu
in casn, wnue ne was if.k
anfl
hit the
ftnnthp- - ..
sleeping soundly.
empty shell before it reached the
ground.
Recovered Part of Jewelry.
Mr. Razee performed many other
reIsaac Barth at Albuquerque, has
feats, using Remington
spectacular
oi uae fauu worm v M- - c guns and ammunition excltt
,B.ea,
of jewelry stolen from his bouse dur- BjViy
ing fair week but has no trace as yetj geveral local ghots tried Mr Ra.
"l L"c uu'6w.
zeea guns and seemed much pieasea
with them. Mr. Hoover and Mr.
Discharged From Bankruptcy.
wptih ma wim flno target wnrir t
Judge B. R. Wright at Las Vegas 200 yards and ghot wlth an accuracy
Lciua, uiauuu.geu j. a. rjrimsuuu that would hav, ,aid ,ow a rabbu
oi uiayion irom DanKruptcy. xne as- sets amounted to $900 and the liabilities to $1,000, and Brunsdon will pay
his creditors in full.
EDITORIAL
FLASHES

r

" The
Quality Coal."
333 HICKOX STREET,

.

w

J. CRICHTON

R.

J

Merle

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

WE,.

THE STATE

'

Rush Razee Shows Santa Feans Won
ders That Can Be Accomplished
With Pistol and Gun.
3S
V
An enthusiastic gathering of sportsmen witnessed the shooting exhibition
by Rush Razee, expert rifle, revolver
and shotgun demonstrator for the
Arms U. M. C. Company
Remington
given yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Razee did aume clever things.
Among them may be mentioned single, double and triple minor shots
with a 38 six shooter at swinging tar- gets; with two revolvers, one sighted
through a mirror he hit two targets
simultaneously, placed about 20 feet
apart and 25 feet away. , He also hit
a tin can three times in the air with
his revolver shots and pieces of brick
with the same firing piece.
Using a 22 caliber Remington rifle
Mr. Razee placed an obstruction over
the rifle barrel, obscuring the eights,
yet he made single and double shots,
hitting the smallest marbles with ap
parent ease.
Probably his best rifle shooting was
done with a Remington Autoloading
35 bear gun, an exact duplicate of the
rifle3 used by the most successful big
game hunters throughout the west;
With this rifle he would hit and cause
to disappear, as if by magic, an orange or potato thrown 40 or 50 feet
high In the air. He also made double
shots with this rifle and hit marbles
thrown in the air.
With the autoloading shotgun, Mr.
Razee did similar wonders. He
would throw two targets into the air,
breaking one, turn completely around
and then break the other. He would
throw two targets, break the first,
shooting from his left shoulder;
change the gun and break the other
righthanded. He did more than this;
he would throw two targets, break
one shooting the gun upside down,
turn the gun over, and break the
other, shooting it right side up.
The Pump Gun.
j
With a Remington pump gun he
would eject two empty shells into
the air one following the other, re
load his gun twice and hit both bo
fore they reached the ground. With
an empty shell in this gun Mr. Razee
threw two targets, ejected the empty
shell, hit one target, then the empty
shell, and then the other target be- fore they reached the ground,

9

LIVERY STABLE

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surrles, Saddle Horses.

C&L 'Phone 9
CHAS. CLOSSON

When in Reed cf Anythlnr
in the LIVERY LINE
Drivers Furnistel

Don Caspar Ave.
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COMFORTING WORDS.
Many a Ranta Fe Household
Find Them So.

Will

NEW MEXICO POLITICS AND

To have the pains and acheg of a
bad mack removed; to be entirely free(
urinary
from
nncying, dangerous
disorfers ?.s enough to make any kidney ultenr grateful. To tell how
this neat change can be brought
about will prove comforting words to
hunursds of Santa Fe readers.
Piisuuale Yanni, College St., banta
Fe, X. Mex., says: "In 1902 I gave
a piDlifi testimonial in praise of
Kidney Pills to the effect that
the!' had cured me of a pain in my
b;ie', cnused by disordered kidneys
My work obliges me to sit down a
kidguoit deal and this weakened my
at
While
backache.
neys, causing
work I suffered more intensely than
at any other time and I was very
anxious to find a remedy that would
relieve me. Learning of Doan's Kidney Pills, I procured a box and to my
delight, they soon fixed me up in good
I have since had no need of
stape.
medicine."
k.dney
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
rents.
Kew York, sole agents for the United

WHERE

States.

and

Remember the name Doan's
lake no other.

(07894)

Sept. 12, 1911.
is hereby eiven that Jose
nann of Golden. N. M., who, on Oct.
22 1906. made homestead No. 10146,
Section 13. Township 13 N.
aw
filed
Range 6 E, N. M. Meridian, has five
notice of intention to make final
the
year proof, to establish claim to
before
Register
described,
above
laud
or Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of October,
NTntir--

.1--

1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Cano, Bernardo Cano,
Ambrosio
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armljo.
all of Golden, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

nal of Albuquerque
1911.)

"What the sorehead minority
wants is a constitution that
can be amended every fifteen
Mr. Fergusson demminutes.
onstrated in the convention
that he never wants the same
thing for sixteen minutes in
succession.
X X X X X
WHERE

xx

IT STANDS.

Morning
(Editorial in the
Journal of Albuquerque, December 6, 1910.)
"Yesterday we reprinted an
editorial from the Lordsburg
Liberal, in which it was stated
that three gentlemen in New
Mexico alone could be trusted
to write a constitution which
would suit them. H. B. Fergus-sowas mentioned as one of
the trio. Since that time we
have received the pertinent
suggestion that there is grave
doubt
that Mr. Fergusson
a
constitution
could draft
which he would agree to support three weeks after it was
written."

Friend of the Workingman.
This will give Luna county an opportunity to meet Mr. Bursum personally and note what manner of man
he is, and we guarantee that every
person who looks into his honest face
and shakes his warm, cordial palm,
will join hands with his friends at
home in elevating him to the highest
office within the gift of the people
of the new state. Holm O. Bursum
is a friend of the common people and
always has been. He grasps the hand
of the laboring man as warmly as
that of the millionaire and one looks
as good to him as the other. He
comes from the ranks of laboring
men and is a friend of those who toil.
Sed!
Nuff
,
Deming Graphic.
for
the
Look at the men nominated
supreme bench by the Democrats and
Fail and Curry.
then to the men nominated by the ReOtero county is much in the "limesaid!
Nuff
publicans.
light" on occasions when Judge A. B.
Fall and
Curry appear in
They Lie About Him.
When these gentlemen were
"I have known H. O. Bursum for public.
at the Republican convention at Las
thirty years ever since he was a Vegas,
Judge Fall as a delegate trom
his
clerk just starting
Curry
career. I tell you they are jealous of Three Rivers and
as a visitor, all other delegates in that
Bursum.
They .are lying about him.
He is straight." George Singleton in great, convention were always ready,
in fact anxious to know how Judge
Melrose Index.
Fall stood on this or that motion and
when he spoke, although suffering
They Lie and Lie and Lie Again.
A good way to judge the hysterics with a severe cold, the whole audience
of the Democratic press is by that un- listened with profound attention.'And
truth about a split in the Republican when George Curry would appear he
party in Curry county. When they would be applauded. Fall and Curry
lie about things we know about, it is are two of the most respected public
hard to believe them on the rest. men in New Mexico. uiero uounty
Advertiser.
Melrose Index.
self-mad-

N. M.

October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
who on
1, Martinez, of Pecos, N. M.,
07866,
f'rt 11 ' 1906. made . Homestead
.
.
O
w 1
sw - TBT
No. 10100, for SB
14,
Section
3
4,
and
Lots
and
SE
Township 15 N., Range 11 E., N. M.j
intenMeridian, has filed notice of
to
tion to make final five year proof, deestablish claim to the land above
i-- i,

4

x

4

;

tttfce thirsty as soaettunj

cotf and writing

IRON BREW

:: x ::

Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Afl

triiks nadefrea

SANTA

FE B0TTL1XG

WORIS

liLSRY

filtered water

Bulldozing.
Congressman Flood, who is here
from Virginia to help the Democratic
bosses, gets his information from the
wrong source. He has not yet learned
that the reason the Democratic party
has always failed to win In New Mexico is because it has tried to threaten
and bulldoze the voter instead of giving him a square deal. Albuquerque
Herald.

"

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
(Pecos Forest.)

JourApril 27,

MUCK,

Proprietor.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
THE OLDEST

AND MOST POPULAR

INSTITUTION IN

THE SOUTHWEST
COIRSES-COMERCI-

n

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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nearly four years ago and nominated
William H. Taft for the presidency.
And it was H. O. Bursum of Socorro
county, whom the Republicans of New
Mexico honored with the nomination
for the first governor of New Mexico
when they gathered in Las Vegas.
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EDWARD R. WRIGHT,
Candidate for the Supreme Bench.

Age 34 years.
JS
Born at Skaneateles, New
Sg
York.
X
As a boy lived at Skaneate- X les, Moravia, and Waterville,
X New York.
Early education
St in Public Schools at Moravia
and Waterville. College edu- cation at Hamilton College,
X Clinton, New York.
Gradua- $$
ted in class of 1898, degree of
SS

X
X
X
X

A. B.

education
in New
Legal
York Law School, New York
City, graduated in class of

St

1900.

St
St
St
St
St

Admitted to practice in New
York, June, 1900.
Taught in 1898 and 1899 in
Brooklyn Polytechnic Prepara- tory School, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Came to New Mexico in Sep
Lived first at
tember, 1901.
Las Vegas, then, December,
Santa Rosa. Now at
Alamogordo.
Admitted to practice in New
Mexico in January, 1902.
Appointed District Attorney
Counties Guadalupe and Quay
in May, 1907.
Appointed Associate Justice,
of the Supreme Court-fo- r
Sixth

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

spent his boyhood in that town of unpronounceable name, and also at Moravia and Waterville, and attended the
public schools in those places.
He graduated from Hamilton College, Clinton, New York, with his A.
StB. degree, in the class of 1898.
St
He took a law course in the New
York Law School in New York City
and graduated with the class of 1900,
being admitted to practice in New
York in June of the same year.
He provided for his living and tuiin
tion expenses during his course
law school by teaching in the Brook- St'lyn Polytechnic Preparatory School
St during the years 1898 and 1S99.
St
Judge Wright came to New Mexico
St in September,
1901, and
spent the
In
St' first few months at Las Vegas.
Jt! December he went to Santa Rosa and
St! lived there until last year, when his
nnnniTitmpTit- in thp Snnrpmp
Tpnch.
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Tee-HeCampaigning in Torrance County.
D.
J. Ascension Rael, candidate fof
For the delectation of all and sun. St
.v.
ihs
i,uu cauuiuaiea, u id.- "- - TTnnso in Santa Ve.- Torrance and ui
j
me
a
iuiiiuui
to
him
make
caused
ReAlamorgordo
j
scribed, before the Register or
Guadalupe counties, left last evening torg and newBpapers who are nowj
st his home and headquarters.
ceiver of the U. S. Land Office at on a campaign tour of Torrance coun rapturously clasping the Journal-- !
admitted to
Judge Wright was
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 18th day of ty. He will speak tonight at Estan-ci- Democrat to their throbbing bosoms, '.jj
X practice in New Mexico in January,
Nov. 1911.
and thence goes to Willard.
we present the following delicate and
He was appointed district at
X 1902.
Claimant names as witnesses:
wmrn nnnparon
rAnnpn iittia
X torney for the counties of Guadalupe!
Mouthed?
Seferino Lucero, James M. Lopez,
Why Be Mealy
X and Quay in May 1907, and his serTeodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all of
While not denying the justice of friend and brother on March 31st last.
that
X vice as such was so efficient
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Pecos, N. M.
will be observed that the humor is Ug
the charges made by the New Mexi-Ji- t
X President Taft appointed him asso- MANUEL R. OTERO,
state
it
to
that
we hereby rise
Lg
can,
Court1
characteristically
Journalesque:
of
the
ciate
X
Supreme
justice
Register. Is
"The West Point of th Southwett"
anything but "ladylike" the way
"Every ballot cast for the Demo- - jj
X for the Sixth District.
Although on
Ranked by United States War DeA. Manzanares, Judge! cratic party is a ballot cast for
F.
Burkhart,
the'jg District, headquarters at Ala- X the bench only a year, his opinions partment as "Distinguished Institu- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Democrats
of
are!masses
the
et
McGill,
0f
al,
the
people."
Clayton
New Mexico Reporter are Hnn " Arm, nffippra ftotniloH hv War
X in the
mogordo, in July, 1910.
.
.
!K
u up us j.1me 111.nw nuie
.T.nlMi " xxews. ine
V.8. Land On.ce at Santa Fe, N. M. ueiu
cAauijics.
two children.
uiayton printer ts to oe
X scholarly, incisive and show his grasp n
Married,
Review
Department of the Interior,
Port Sumner
congratulated on his forbearance in
of the fundamental principles not uepanmeni. Academic
September 12, 1911.
course, preparThrough
not setting it up as "them asses."
Ambro-cionly of law but also of equity and
that
men for college or businesi
given
Notice is hereby
young
ing
Who Said Grease?
Journal.
Albuquerque
A clean, able, energetic, ra'ther tac- - justice.
on
life. Great amount of open air work.
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who
"Little Herbert should have organWright is married and has Healthiest location of any Military
iturn
vnunir ma, that is the first im-- l
Feb 1, 1907, made homestead, No. ized an oil company while in the
On Campaign Tour,
much
is
two
children.
Mrs.
Wright
NW 4 Sec. 27, S 2
10616, for N
northern part of the territory as his
George W. Armljo, candidate for Pression of Edward R. Wright, can- beoved an(J esteeme"d in Santa Fe so. School in the Union. Located in the
section 22, township 13 N, success in that line seems a little corporation commissioner on the Re- - didate for the supreme bench on the Ciai circles and Santa Feans are beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
SW
filed
The more you pleased that Mr. Wright's election on of the West at an elevation of 3700
more assured than in politics. If you publican state ticket, was at Willard Republican ticket.
range 6 E, N. M. meridian, has
r
notice of intention to make final
wish to hear all about little Herbert, yesterday and made a rousing cam-jus- t Know ot mm tne Detter you like mm. November 7, will mean that he and feet above sea level, sunshine every
proof, to establish claim to the
mention his name to some one paign speech to a large audience.
although the first impression already, his family will take up their residence day, but little rain or snow during the
is decidedly favorable.
land above described, before register who invested in his million dollar oil
Colfax County Republican Ticket
in the Capital, where the judges of season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
The Colfax county Republican conand receiver U. S. land office at Santa well. Pecos Valley News. -- ;
to
was born at Skanea- the supreme court are supposed
Judge
Wright
vention at Raton nominated the fol- teles, New York, on June 23, 1877. He make their headquarters.
Fe, N. M., on the 19th day of October,
graduates from standard eastern
jH
Ten buildings,
1911.
His Neighbors Believe in Him.
colleges.
throughly
lowing ticket:
Claimant names as witnesses: Jose
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Senator, E. C. Crampton.
Tularosa has a candidate on the ReBernardo Cano, Daniel publican state ticket for congress. The
B. Cano,
Representatives, J. R. Skidmore and evinced no enthusiasm or sympathy corporations when every cent he hon- - (n all respects.
Wright, Roberto Armijo, all of Golden Tribune is for him. Tularosa is for M. C. Pacheco,
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
whatever. Mora county is solidly Re estly owns, including the first big
N. M.
Clerk, John Boyle, Raton.
him. The vote tendered George CurW. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
publican and will roll up a tremend- grab he made out of the Santa Fe
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Sheriff, Abe Hixenbaugh, Raton.
ous majority for Bursum and the en- Pacific railroad, emenates from corpry from Tularosa in particular, and
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
Register.
Otero county, will disprove the old .; Assessor, W. J. Linwood, Raton.
tire Republican
ticket on election orations.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Treasurer, Thomas McBride, Raton. day.
Just telegraph at random to any
saw about men' being popular away
and W. A. FINLEY.
School
Miss
want
if
TribJessie
man in the Pecos valley
you
Superintendent,
from home. Tularosa Valley
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
For
Paul Jones for Representative.
particulars and Illustrated caO.
Chaffee, French.
to ascertain the sentiment of the peoune, (Democratic.)'
Department of the Interior,
address:
talogues
The
name
"Paul
Jones"
stands
for
Probate Judge, C. J. Chavez, Raton.
down there toward Hagerman's
U.S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N, M.
a number of things. To some it ple
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Price
Raton.
water
Wrigley,
and
land
to
Surveyor,
the
policy.
What They Dp
Negroes.
(07753)
,
'
for one of the most noted naval
Superintendent
County
Commissioners;,
Gejorge stands
Flood, the admitted creature of the
Congressman Flood of Virginia, an Woodhouse, Raton; H. M. Shields,
Copies in triplicate to Forest Super
heroes of the Revolution. To others Chesapeake
&
has
the
Ohio
railroad,
to
M.
the
here
N.
help
outsider, brought
visor, Cowles,
it suggests a certain brand of whis- - audacity to make a vicious attack up-Raton.
Democrats who can not fight their
Sept. 12, 1911.
ney, uui io uie voiere ui yuay couuLy,on corporations in New Mexico.- Las
Notice is hereby given that Santia own battles, , threatens that the Dem
it stands for the altitudinous editor of yegas optic.
Rio Arriba County Republicans.
on
M.,
who,
N.
our
seat
of
not
will
House
in
Pecos,
the
ocrats
Ortega,
go
The
Rio
Arriba
county
Republican the Logan Leader, who was nominatSept. 5, 1906, made homestead entry Republican congressmen if they are convention at El Rlto named a ticket ed for one of the representatives
'
Democratic Trouble?
and Lots elected. That is clean politics for
NW
No. 9885, for SE
will carry by a thousand major!- - from Quay county on theRepublican
that
of
all
After
these
years
17
N.,
2 3, 4, Section 31,
Township
youthe way they do it in Virginia.
ty and upward. The following are ticket.
it hardly seems
and
'
Range 12 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed Albuquerque Herald.
,
Mr. Jones is about 23 years old and
the nominees:
possible that the Democratic party of
notice of Intention to make final flva
State Senator, Thomas D. Burns, of 75 inches long.
New Mexico is not composed of eigh;
year proof, to establish claim to the Would Democrats Do Such Things. Tierra Amarilla.
He is over eight feet tall, and we teen carat
saints and pure white
before
Register
land above described,
Is
to
is
can
It.
he
That
say,
The very latest Quay county politprove
House: Julian Trujillo of Chima-- '
But it is not. We do not make
Here's the shoe you have been reading so much about
or Receiver U. S. land office at Santa ical
ovr six feet straight up and two the statement upon our own responsithe "lioy Scout" the shoe that has
gossip is a rumor from Tucum- yo, and J. P. Lucero of Lumberton.
in themagazines
Fe, N. M., on llie 20th day of October,
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
Float Member of House: A. D. Var-- . fee orx the ground.
carl, that there is a great fraud in the
the
for
but
upon
backing,
rely,
1911.
bility,
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a
Democratic primary balloting last gas of Ojo Caliente.
Paul is one of the good, square f el- - terse and pertinent bill issued by
Claimant names as witnesses:
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
workers were caught Clerk: Miguel Gonzales, Abiquiu,- i lows who are making good in New some Democrats
that
Saturday,
to
Placido
the
others
Armijo,
during
Shoe now in town and ready for your inspection.
Jose Maria Ortega,
some
red handed and are in jail, and
Treasurer: Venceslao Jaramillo, El Mexico.
convention in Santa Fe. The bill is
Fernandez Armijo, and Gregorio
I
hut
vouch
not
do
for
more.
'
Rito.
over
this,
We
in
been
He
has
county
Quay
Sandoval, all of Pecos, N. M.
supposed to have been issued by the
Assessor: Narciso Sanchez, Cha- - 10 years, and has punched cattle, younger members of the convention,
it is very evident that there is someMANUEL R. OTERO,
Boy Scouts" are the "classiest" shoes ever
at
the
mita.
county capital.
thing doing
farmed, kept store and run a news- who were being left out by the old
made for rough and tumble wear. They outwear
'
Register.
two or three pairs of ordinary shoes. Just tne
New Mexico News.
Sheriff: Pleasant Hill, Espanola.
paper, but this is his first experience gang, who, so the younger fellows
ticket tor Daseoau. running, juuipiu; u,
on
VeG.
office.
Walter
for
your
eye
Keep
Surveyor:
ol
Turley,
running
Let Him Know It If you are out
claim, have been running the party
any outdoor sport. Every boy who has
Klinefelter.
Uncle
larde.
,
Jones.
Paul
seen them is crazy for a pair.
Colors-Ol- ive,
a position, you must let the employer
for many years, and running it like
the
honor
of
the
had
a
We
making
He Is built for speed, and has
Superintendent Schools: David Mar10 lol3M-$2Tan
SO $1 little Bon'-S- b.
know it, A want advertisement in the
old
who
the
the
boarding
lady
kept
1
to
U.
of Uncle
Klinefelter, tinez, Jr., Velarde.
and Black
mighty taking way with the people. house. Among others, the young DemNew Mexican will reach every Busi acquaintance
Mn't-S- lie
6 to
Bit
ud
tan'
at Commissioners
Jose Gregorio Lo- - Like all editors, he is a modest cuss,
ness and professional man in the city editor of the Obar Progress, while his
ocrats call by their first names, are
find him to be what
bato.
and would never think of saying him
and county and a great many in the the fair, and
Summers Burkhart, of Albuquerque,
a
would
editorials
have
other
genial
indicate;
self the good things
people
territory. If you have any special tat
and Judge McGill of La Lande. Sumwe
and
a
man
of brains;
to say about him. Obar Progress.
Frost at Mora.
citizen, and
ent, do not hide it under a busnei.
mers
hurt your feet.
has long been secretary of the
The soles are made from Elk Sole your stockings and
feel confident that it all New Mexico
Mora, N. M., Oct. 18. Former Govare the coolest and
'Boy Scouts" shoes
Leather the toughest and best sole
state Democratic committee, otherhim
know
could
ernors
electors
J.
From
Herbert
the
personally,
and
Political
Hagerman
healthful
Optic
most
aavertlseyou could buy.
Sparklers
Are You a Seller? An
leather there is. Our secret process
to much.
capi-to- l
The soles are put on so good you
A. Otero, together with the party
The man who makes grave charges wise he doesn't amount
of tannage makes them wear from two
ment in the classified columns of the his jaunt in the direction of the
bow
Judge McGill's chief olaim to notoriety
to three times as longas common soles. can't pull them loose no matter
would be an easy one. New Mexi accompanying them on a' campaign which he cannot substantiate is
.
New Mexican will put your real estate
And they're the best shoe you could rough you are.
the
several
in
fact
lies
ago
that
years
of
be- cowardly slanderer. Mr. Bursum has
co
of
tour
News.
this
the
state
in
folks
part
about
will
tell
,
Just
them,
made
It
too.
boys.
put
your
market
effectively.
for
on 'he
They're
get
your feet,
half of the Democratic ticket, spoke made his whole public record as open he killed a man in Texas, and the
feel They'll want you to have a pair.
especially for growing feet and
the fects of your property before th
before whom he was tried ad- on. The
them
Maybe your pa will want a pair. too.
minute
fine
judge
the
Votes.
in
a
put
you
Mora
The
scintilla
and
as
the
Monday
challenges
Making
night.
meeting
day
Ask him to bring you in and look at
Skin
Leather
eyes ot aU possible buyere.
Elk
from
made
are
uppers
himmost
would
one
of
his
Flood
Let
was
the
put
to
of
frosts
the
contrary.
complete
Congressman
proof
them himself. He'll be just as deThere
and are as soft as gloves.
(Continued on Page Six.)
self In a little better position if he ' ever experienced by campaign ora- - hitherto shameless detractors meet
are no linings to rip apart, tear lighted as you are.
No interest whatever the challenge or have the decency to
would tell the people of New Mexico tors anywhere.
"You get a Swastika"
WOOD' YS HACK
Good Luck Charm
where the Democratic party is going was shown in the presence of the hide their diminished heads.
Golds
Fever
and
with everv nairof "Boy
to stand on national Issues Instead of .speakers in town, and it soon became
Two : discredited and discharged Hay
Looks something
a
it's
And
Scout"
Shoes
dandy.
you
buy.
Prom
tell
heroic
the
Demnow
unless
measures
will
of
that
evident
the
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
people ofj
governors
mixing into the bickerings
like the picture in the corner of this ad, only it is bright
or
nd
each
it stays bright, too. Makes
and shiny, like a gold piece-aAND WK RECOMMEND
ocratic bosses. He is making Repub- were adopted tney would have nobody New Mexico what they tninK
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
llcan votes hence we are for him but themselves to speak to. Accord- - other. It would be interesting if
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away? If
ingly, runners were sent out to scour their remarks upon the subject could
Meets Both North South strong. Albuquerque Herald.
tou don't vou'U have to wait until we can send for more.
columns
and
iDfotwith
the
In
the
be
spread
countryside
parallel
placed
. Bounds Trains.
'
THE
mation that "the Republican govern-- their villlfication of each other five
Bursum Stood Up for Statehood.
was
v Leave Barranca on th arrival of
SHOEJV1AN
about to make years ago.
It was H. O. Bursum of Socorro or of New Mexico
For quick and definite results.
the north bouno train ana arrive at county, this state, though vigorously a speech in Mora, in the hope of get-- Hanna, Hagerman and "Gillie" in For MEASLES'
COUOH, for the COUGH
Did
Gods!
to
crowd
listen
a
to
resYe
two
bed.
the
on
the
Bame
the
up
politics
Taea at 7 p. m.
ting
opposed by
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for
wno
now
are
Dea
than
ever
ienows.
other
introducwho
make
for
the
horter
any
stranger
olutions,
fought
CROUP. WHOOPINO COUGH, for
attempting
Ten mile
rnsrlp
JUSt received
O. N. Marron will tell the people of ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
wav. Good covered hack and good tion of the clause providing for the to defeat the Republican ticket in
move
will
CHRONIC
do
with
was started Las Vegas what his bank
SOleS
of whatever origin. Including
heaVV
Far S5.00 round trip, Team early admission of NewMexico and New Mexico. This
flnd
Wear With
'
use
furnished commercial men to take In Artsona Into the olattonfi adonted by too late, however, and the deception the territorial funds if he should get COUGHS, of ELDERLY PEOPLE,
Foley Honey sad Ttuf Compound
the aurreiindlna town. Wire Embude the Republicans when they gathered failed of Its purpose. A scant hand- - to he treasurer of the state.
to national convention In Chicago ful of people heard the Speakers and Ifa great to hear O. N. Marron bait For sale bj all drocglsu.
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BASEBALL FANS.
Nine meii meet nine other men in
play on a baseball diamond each day
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING "COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
alternately in New York and Phila- PAUL A. F. WALTER
rUM-P. STURGES,
phia, and the Associated Press wires
Editor and President
V
Vice President.
are burdened with the tale, the news-- ,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAIm. STAUFFER.
papers give columns upon columns,
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
the bulletin boards are surrounded by
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
cheering crowds and bets are laid up'
Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Sanu Fa Postoffice.
to the last inning.
still, some peo-- j
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
3.50 pie have asserted that the Americans L
Daily, six months, by mail
-are too serious, do not know how to
25
Dally, pe week, by carrier
1.00
Dally, per xonth, by carrier... .75 Weekly, six months
play.
j
2.00
Even here in Santa Fe, a bulletin j
.85 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by mail
MOULTON-ESP- E
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
BO telling of a battle in Morocco or
in
China, of a speech by the President,
or
an
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
invention,
GENERAL AGENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
awakens but passing and mild curiosThe New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to ity and no comment.
But the score
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation in. each inning-ofthat game in New
amonfc the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
York or ?;inr Philadelphia-ifollowed
with a feverish, 'breathless anxiety,
as if the fate of the Nation and the
soul's salvation of millions depended
upon it. Some call it merely another
exhibition of the national gambling
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
spirit, of frivolousness, and even of
callousness that remains calm when
a thousand are drowning
Window Frames,
in China
Wainscotting,
Mouldings,
but is in a frenzy when some favorite
Sash, Doors,
Door Frames,
Ceiling, i
Casings, Base,
player strikes out.
Run
Custom
Dry
Work,
Flooring
The world is not quite baseball mad
today yet it has seldom
happened
Bank
and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Office, Bar,
that so great a number of minds have
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
been turned toward an athletic event
as are now turned in the direction of
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
the contest between the Athlefics'and
Wj solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
the .Giants of Philadelphia and New
York.
The national sport has never been
Specifications, Etc.
so thoroughly vindicated before, if a
Phone Black 33166.
universal interest means anything.
As to the result of the seven-gamseries between the champion teams
of the American
and National
leagues, the authorities seem agreed
that it will signify little or nothing.
TUESDAY, OCT. 24.
More than seven games are required
to
the
of
an
prove
supremacy
organiHOLM
f.'.
GOVERNOR
O. BURSUM, OE SOCORRO COUNTY
zation. The New York team has been
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY. defeated
FAREWELL TOUK
by the weakest team in the
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO. league.
Mathewson, the phenomenal
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
;
pitcher of the New York, was almost
r
reduced to tears during the past
TREASURER
SYLVESTRE M I RABAL, VALENCIA COUNTTY.
season because on a local field, he
PRESENTS
ATTORNEY
GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
"could not get the hall over thei
OF
SUPERINTENDENT
PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION
B.
ANDREW
plate, and was compelled to "walk"
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
two men to the home plate because
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT P. ERVIEN, UNION of his temporary inefficiency.
Yet
COUNTY.
the skill of Mathewson remains unSUPREME COURT JUDGES FRANK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUNIt is the team, as it is
challenged.
In
TY; C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUN TY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO the man, who can attain the highest
Dramatic Success
COUNTY.
average that is of 'greatest account.
What truly signifies in the great
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS
GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE
COUNTY; HUGH H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY matching of skill and power in New
York today is that the American peoCOUNTY.
are not altogether the
s
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA, ple
have
been
be.
to
said
they
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
And
of
The American people plainly care for
JUDGE OF FIRST DISTRICT E DWARD C, ABBOTT, SANTA
FE recreation when the recreation is of
St.
Leon
of
COUNTY.
Bare Back Riders and Gymnasts
Family
a sort which measures
with their
DISTRICT ATTORNEY FIRST Dl STRICT ALEXANDER READ, RIO eager minds.
ARRIBA COUNTY.
A REAL CIRCUS ON THE STAGE
There is a popular theory to the effect that the nation which produces
a man who can be quite
BUY AT HOME.
WHO TELLS THE TRUTH?
is the nation which appreciates recThe Republican party believes in
Mr. McDonald at Albuquerque Sat- reation.
It is perhaps more
Seat Sale Opens Saturday, October 21, at The Fischer
protection to home industries. It be- urday night, said he did not have the truth to say that the nearly
Drug Store
nation
lieves that the American
people an acre of land leased from the ter- whose people are willing to work the
should produce, manufacture and buy ritory nor did his cattle companies.
hardest in order that they may
at home.
Will Mr. McDonald
make that the gigantic playdays to pass hasbring
the
. And what is good doctrine
for an statement before a notary and make most perfect idea of what work and
entire nation, is good doctrine for it under oath? These are the facts play are worth.
as sworn to by Robert P. Ervien, the
every town.
Does Mr. Mc
Buy at home. It builds up your Land Commissioner.
NQT A MOSE8 BUT A JONAH
Donald still deny them?
,
The Democratic Roswell Morning
community.
News persists in its gloomy forebod
Santa Fe has no large industries. Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
It seems to feel in its bones,
The resources of the immediate tribuings.
tary country are undeveloped.
Yet, "i, Robert P. Ervien, Commissioner or rather types, the full extent of the
debacle.
the business men of Santa Fe make of Public Lands of the Territory of impending Democratic
It
a brave showing.
They have made New Mexico, do hereby certify that cries" out in anguish in its editorial
Santa Fe what it is, one of the pleas-ante- on September 30th, 1911, there were columns as if there were no balm in
towns in the country in which on file and of record in my office the Gilead for its wounds:
"We realize that there will be
to live.
Every person who has the following lease:
thousands
of Republicans in this
No. 4625. Wm. C. McDonald,
welfare of Santa Fe at heart, owes a
for Bursum
N. M., containing 4,800 acres state who will vote
duty to its businessmen and should
There is sufficient in Twp. 6 South of Range 16 East. against their judgment and ln revolt
buy at home.
simply
variety in the stores and the prices N.M.P.M. which expires October 1st, against their own
are as favorable as they are apt to 1914.
Above lease made on Appli- because he is the nominee of their
be anywhere else.
cation No. 6081 of W. C. McDonald. party."
But the Roswell Morning News still
No. 4626.
El Capitan Live Stock
It is the first principle in the makhas
hopes of a Moses.
It realizes
ing of a town, to buy at home. If Company, Carrizozo,
New
Mexico,
you look over the tax lists, over the containing 8312.80 acres, in Twp. 7 that McDonald is not the Moses, nor
municipal budget, you will find that and 8 South, Ranges 20 and 21: East,, is it Jones, nor Felix Martinez, but
your local businessman pays most of N.M.P.M., which expires October 1st, it points to Henry Delaware s Flood
The
the taxes, that without them there 1914. Above lease made on Applica- who reaches there tomorrow.
would be no funds for streets or tion No. 6082 of El Capitan Live Stock Morning News announces his coming
One-thiof a person's lifeis spent in bed, and tnat third
bridges, for street lighting or sani- Company by Wm. C. McDonald, as follows:.
"The annpuncement of the visit of
tation, that your town would be rele- Manager.
A good bed will make your sleep comfortable
Mr. Flood brings cheer to every citi- should be well spent.
gated to the village class.
No. 3025. Carri,zozo Cattle Ranch
The idea that you can buy better Company, Ltd., Carrizozo, N. M., con- zen on this side of the territory, and and easy. We have many styles, priced from $3.00 to $45.QQ j
he is closely admired and reveranced
or cheaper away from home is a taining 11,340.52. acres, lit
Twp. v12
Until you have paid post- South, Range 7 East, N.M.P.M., which here as the Moses who brought New
fallacy.
CASH OR EASY PAYMRNTS.
age and express, have returned un- expires October 1st, 1911. Above lease Mexico out of the dependence atti
tude."
satisfactory goods or made up occas- made on Application No. 3806 of CarJudging by the name and his speech
ional losses, you find that you are on rizozo Cattle Ranch
Company,
the wrong side of.the ledger. If your by W. C. McDonald, Manager! Ltd., at Santa Fe, however, Flood is not
dealer does not have in stock the par- In witness whereof I have hereun- Moses, hut Jonah.
' sicular thing 'yon want to buy, he to set my hand and affixed the seal
WHAT PROTECTION HAS DONE.
will send for it and will stand behind of my office this 17th
day of October,
and New;;MexiQd, yet Utah; has- - a greater
The most significant bulletin of the Senate, two Congressmen
- the article with his business integ- A. D. 1911.
two Senators, who will vote for a area under irrigation, a total of a
all
thus
is
far
issued
today
the
If
send
by
.and
you
rity
responsibility;
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Census Bureau.
acres, comprising 20,000 farms.
It tells the bald, im tariff for revenue only, for free Wool
awayyou are. apt to' get "seconds"
Commissioner of Public Lands.
de- Utah 'has under its
facts
of
pressive
or to be
irrigation projects
In and for other measures that Spell
in one way or
manufacturing
(SEAL)
the United States.
It shows at - a struction to ,flew Mexico's .business two million acres, and the tdtal Jcost
another, and you have no one to hold
.
of
its
prosperity.
glance what protection has done for
irrigation systems thus far1 has
responsible.
The labor unions-w- e
raakiar-a- . mis- this country, and by
Fortunately the men who have a been $14,000,000. ' The average cost
The home merchant gives
inference, the
you. take when
sthey pas- resolutions destruction that Democratic success squint in their, principles and a squint per acre irrigated is $13.85 and the
He has carried this city
credit.
against the boy scout movement. No would mean. There are in this conn. in their conscience, are few, very annual cost of operation only 65
through hard and dull times. He con- standing army thought is behind
it, try over a quarter million of manu- few in New Mexico, ven fewer than cents per acre.
The total length of
tributes to your churches, to your no menace to
those that have a squint in their ditches Is 7,562 miles, the number of
any legitimate thing. facturing establishments,
representlodges, to your charity undertakings. The purpose is to train
'
the boys to ing an investment of more than 18 eyes.
reservoirs, 482, the number of flowing
If anything is to be done for
wells 1,138 and the number of pumpbillions of dollars, using yearly 12
town the subscription list is passed
jwlu make them perfect men. how t0 billion dollars worth of raw
In other words,
ing plants, seventy.
JOURNAL. OF EDUCATION.
"
material,
Dear tnemselves; how to cook for material that is furnished
.
rir
bv the
The second'" number of the New New Mexico has still some years to
..uttn. mi.
mer themselves if ever
4.uv
before it catches upvwfth Utah in
necessary; how to mines, the range, the farms. More Mexico Journal of Education,
chant does not. '
just go
handle arms how to make men of than four billion
dollars are paid out from the press of the New Mexican, irrigation enterprise, if 'H
The local printer is among the lo- them, men equipped for life's duties. annually in salaries and
cal merchants
wages and is even better than the first, which
He expects that all It is wnat should be
,ncluded 1n the almost eight million persons are di- seemed to have reached the
ue un
nome- mer- - education of
high
he
after
every
boy
passThe increase in water mark.
...
rectly employed.
.
nriuoh
tho "hnu.ot-linmoThe number opens
"
,
es
j
nUbUc salaries and wages in th
tWltm
th
year
na ton with biographic! sketches of the Re- doctrine they must also practice it!schooIs. Continued ln our
hooIi years has been 37 per
in the miblican and the. Democratic candl- cent,
MONtY AND MEf ALB.
ten
and
eir!for
the knowledge of amoum 01 raw material used, 43
merchand1Se .s good enough for their it toId in years
per dates for the office of superintendent
Now Ycrk, Oct. 18. Copper, 11. '.$9
foreign counMes
in capital, 45 per cent, in thei of public instruction.
cent,
This is fol- 11.90;
B
" enouSn;the greatest safeguard
silver, 53
war vaiue 01 products, 40 per rent. Sure-- ! lowed Wth a
prime paper, 41-i
V they cannot get that our country could against
symposium by various
call
2
paper,
money,
is
It
provide.
ly, the prevalence of the Democratic state, county and city superintendents
their printing done as they want it
4
Mexican
exactly the discipline needed, and op-- ! mea 01 a lanir for revenue
call
money
,'28;
and
on
educators
vital educatioral
only
8tablishnlents-- l Position to it can
ODt l
dollars, 45; amalgamated, 51
only come from such would ruin not only New Mexico but
problems of the day; the articles on
er' uut luey People as do not understand the pur- would be a
J
sugar, 116
Atchison,, . 106
V
1.1 i
for
the
catastrophe'
"New
entire
School
Jlieglsiation,"
CM.
by
pose behind it.
Great Northern, 124 $2; New
:
United Statef.
,
of
should advertise liberally and intel"Needed
and
Silver
Light
City,
j '
105
Northern pacific, 116
M. H. Brash- ligently.
;' CONSISTENCY. : 4 t I School Legislation,"-bThe Democratic Eddy county grand
138
Southern. Pac
Reading,
..
of
The local authorities also owe a jury indicted
Roswell, being-oparticular
jer
t
George W. Prlchard stump- - nificance, although the comment on ific, 109; Union Pacific, 162; steel,
duty in this respect.
ine territorial American duffers hCM.,
ed .the Territory a feau. months ago "The
58
steels, pfd., 109
Qualifications of County Super-tellinlegislature had faith in the
ot send their children to the public
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 1& Lead firmer
the'Tteople
thatlhe
constitu- - intendents," by C. C. Hill, also of
home doctrine and they have placel school set aSlflp for "Movi'nono'l
In tion be
helped to formulate was the Roswell, is of
on the statute books legislation that that great nemnrratin
timely
importance. 4.15; Spelter unsettled ,6.206.25.
h
hai.,,.,.i,
iv.
auu
"
And it is.
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WOOL MARKET, r
There is in addition the usual budget
seeks to stop unauthorized peddling. then awoke to the fact that the chil- best ever.
Today he is stumping the territory of school news and school suggest-It is the local merchant who pays dren of one family had been
St. Louis. Mo., Oct "18. Wool slow.
and telling the same people that the ions.
The Reading Circle and notes territory and western mediums 17
the license and the local tax, and he Decause of illness and had been absent
exens constitution he helped to formulate cover
various topics that ought to 20; fine mediums 1619; fine 1115.
should be protected by the city and ed by the school
and
that is faulty and should be made much make the Journal
authorities,
the territory, as far as the law
indispensable to GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
me otner family had removed from more
easily amendable. He changed every teacher, In fact, to every per
town.
how
Oh,
these Democrats ms mina suaaeniy.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 18. Wheat D-eto parents with
son, and
There is nothing that makes a town love the
His consistency is the same as that children Inespecially
people!
cember, 101
May, 105
thn HPhnnla.
ntore prosperous than the poller of
'
or tne progressive pretensions as comCorn December, 65
May, 65
to
home
nome
and
business
RoSWell Which
protection
hncn't
with
their
60.
actions.
pared
In
their
is
of
a
the
Utah
in
topic
Irrigation
more people than Santa Fe neverlhfr
Industry, Jus as that fcolicy
Oats December, 47 4
platform they pretend to be for pro census bulletin Issued today in which
May
th United States the richest - Md less has 325 pupils in its high school tection
and
greatest nation on the face of the and half of them are boys. Here is have allied yet, in their actions they- it is shown that while the total value 60
artn- May,
an example for Santa Fe to emulate ocrats to themselves with the Dem- of farm lands in Utah is not as Pork January, 15.57
elect to the House , and to great as the valfe ot'farm lands in lil.62
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How About

K

That Fire Insurance?

.

,

Think About It!

:

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

COMPANY

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange, and makes. . telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank ' executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and Will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

g

,

.

R.

J.

PALEN,

J.

President.

B. READ,

L. A. HUGHES,

4

Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON

ELK'S THEATRE, TUESDAY,

ng

money-transmitti-

Santa Fe Planing Mill

THE TICKET.

BANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

Then Act!

THE

epoch-makin-

FIRST

THE PALACE
AND

-

;

THE MONTEZUMA"

HOTELS

Nov; Undcethe Same Management.

Santa Fe; New Mexico,

s

fredericThompson

.

Id a Sto Ledit
the Greatest

.

Polly the Circus

money-grubber-

a Notable Company

Prices, $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00

DO YOU ENJOY THAT THIRD ?

Car-rizoz-

t,

;

rd

f

.

Santa Fe Hardware

.:

targe

'

Sample Rooms.

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor.

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day

&

Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.;
222 San Francisco Street

Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.

::

::

Electric Lights

,G. LIIPE

HERRERA,

& Sppply Co.

;

mil-lio- ii

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor
P.
toB.

Williams

have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It at a FIR8T
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or
night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

AT 310 SAN' FRANCISCO ST
Phone 139 Red

X

Santa

N. M

e,

Ribs January;'. 8.12
Livestock

,

"v

77

"

"
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The Neal Treatment
FOR

ALCOHOLISM
HAS BECOME KNOWN AuToVER
'
THE WORLD AS "

The Only Cure
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the
system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker

absolutely
free from appetite, craving or desire-fo- r
alcoholic beverages of
any kind whatsoever. v It is administered
-

WITHOUT HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS

York-Centra- l,

-

1--

;

1--

buy-at--

g

1

j

per-ntit-

Spanish-America-

n

.

haggle

3--

1--4.

1--

2

J

native $2.253.85;
western "$2.40
3.90; yearlings $3.654.40; lambs naOmaha, Neb., Oct, 18 Cattle Re- tive $3.755.65; western $3.855.85.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 18. Cattle-Rec- eipts
ceipts 7,000. Market steady "to strbnt:
Native steers $4.757.75;; cows and
16,000, including 2,000 southheifers $3.255.50; western steers, erns. Market steady to strong. Nasouthern
$3.756.50; Texas steers $3.505.40; tive steers $5.508.80;
cows an aneners 35.15; cannersj steers $2.505.25; southern cows and
;z.tuM.60; stockers and feeders $3 heifers $2.75 4.50; native cows and
5.90; calves $3.507.75; bulls, stagB heifers $2.757; stockers and feeders
.'
etc., $3.255.10.
.: $3I755.75; bulls $3.254.75; calves
Hogs
Receipts 5,200. Market $47.75; western steers $77.35;
slow to '5c lower. Heavy $6.206.35; "western cows $2.754.60.
mixed $6.256.35; light $6.306.40;
Hogs
Receipts 13,000. Market
pigs $4.506.25; bulk of sales $6.25
steady. Bulk of sales $6.106.50;
6.35.
...
...
.,
heavy $6.356.55; packers and butch:i
Sheep
Receipte 55,000. Market ers $6.206.50; lights $66.40; pigs
Slow to Shade lower. Yearlincra S Kft $4.Z55.
wethers $3.253.85; ewes $2.90 f Sheep
Receipts 10,000. Market
iweak. Muttons $33.75; lambs $4.40
3.40i lambs $55.85.
,
Chicago, 111., Oct. 18. Caitle Re-5.0; range wethers and yearlings
ceipts estimated at HMWOv5"" Market' j l3Mfe'.jango ewes $2.503.75.
generally steady. Beeves $4.758.60;
Texas steers $46.J5; western steers GOVERNMENT ABANDONS LEGAL
$4.257.20; stockers and feeders $3.20
FIGHT ON 8T0CK YARDS.
Wb.lb: cows and heifers t9.tfi(i- - phIvpk
$5!509.2S
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hogs
Receipts estimated at 26.-Washington, D. C, Oct. 18.4-T- he
000.
Market steady to weak. Light government today abandoned its le$5.956.70; mixed $6.406.75MeaW gal fight to recover a penalty from
$66.70,- - rough $66.20; gpod-- to the: St. Louis National Stock Yards,
cnoice heavy $6.206.70; pigs $3.70
for alleged violation of the twenty.
5.90; bulk of sales $6,300)6.65. v f II 1P"1
1,
,1
-- law
' VAmilaflni.
KCUiUK
o.MvMe
rtineep
Receipts estimated ati and watertno- nf
65,000.
Market steady to 10c lower,
atnt
v
uuuan;j lailUU.

d

n

Prop

Players

d

...

The only GOOD; HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. . Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

Every patient Is benefitted mentally, morally and finan.
cially. Every organ of the body: is brought into a more
healthy condition. The man's health is decidedly improved
THE NEAL TREATMENT Jias been
offlcally adopted fey
the government of Australia and other state governments and
SIXTY-ON- E
INSTITUTES are now in operation or
opening In
the United States and foreign countries.
Literature and Full Information. Will Be Furnished
Upon Application.

The Original Neal Three-Da- y
CaLl or write

Cure.

NEAL INSTITUTE
512 North Second St.

Phone, 321,

"

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.M
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

H. J. Cunningham is in the city for
a few days. He is at the Montezuma.

a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited

6. LAUGHLIN, President

.

'

H. F. STEPHENS.

Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN.

FRESH

MILLINERY

i

-

For

-

(

Dress Wear

Regal
Dress

Quality
and

CITY

;

y--

Beef,

of

a

we have ever shown in

Prices Range From 25c Up

PERMANENT

.

.

V.. :i- ,
insure you correct style, correct ht,
genuine comfort and long' service."
No other ready-tcwe.shoes are

de-

pendability, style and quality.

WF
ftllflTF VAI
IlrVThat furtner establish the prestige
ML,
r.
ytUIL r ntvlii; of this store as a

ut

price-make-

COFFEE, 30c LB.

inthesameclasswiththem. Regalsr-ar- e
equal to custom shoes in everything but price.

:3

$350 $4,00 $4,50 $500
1

mM

O. Box 219.

better guarantee to
than money back
not satisfactory when you
deal at the Parlor Market.

W. N. TOWNSEND

WM. D. ARRIGHI

In Our Immense New Windows

THE MASTER TAILORS.

&

CO.

NOTHING BETTER.

sec-cit-

SEUGMAN BROTHERS CO.
P.

-

Oas-Roast- ed

ar

.

selected for

MERCHANDSE,

Fresh-Dresse-

;

.

Our shelves are filled with

CUSTOMER.

Point Oysters, Fish
"

FRUITS

LINE

The daintiest creations ever devised
for dress accessories in fas-

the casual patron

j

j

COMPLETE

STYLISH TIES AND BOWS

i

REGAL
SHOES

MOST

THE

SILKS. LACES AND EMBROIDERIES,

We aim to make

Lamb

"

attire.

cinating array.

Veal and

j

Our line embodies the most
minute style touches which are
essential to absolute correctness

Price

Pork,
Mutton,

season for metropolitan clubmen.

l

Service

j

rectly reproduce exclusive
custom models designed this
Cornet.

For the fashionably attired woman we show
many beautiful articles of Neckwear now so
greatly sought by good dressers.

Parlor Market
and Grocery
KANSAS

we carry several special styles
of Regal Shoes that cor-

A

Tie Beauty

Miss Ruth E. LehnhaTa of Evans-ville- ,'
Phone, 152 Red.
Ind., is a sightseer at the Monte.
ALSO HANDLES
AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
zu;na Hotel.
E. R. Paul, auditor of the New Mex- Wash Embroidery, Silk D. M. C. Emico, Central railroad, is in Albuquerbroidery Cotton, and for Crotchet
que on business.
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
Colonel E. C. Abbott has returned
Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion
from El Rito, Rio Arriba county, where
Pieces.
Center
and
Tops
he went on a campaign visit.
W. P. Metcalf, Socialist candidate says that since New Mexico is asfor corporation commissioner, was In sured of statehood, the business of
Santa Fe today from Albuquerque..
his.company is increasing by leaps'
lrs. A. S. Alvordleft for Albuquer- and bounds. He expressed himself
que this afternoon to attend the funer- exceedingly
pleased with the new
al of- her siBter, Miss Carmen Abeyta. state which he-- has an opportunity of j
Antonio A. Gallegos of Villanueva, seeing in a more thorough
manner j
4
Sao iguel county, wk served; futhe than the;tourtst who dashes .through'
lasit legislature, wasra "visitor in Santa on the train ei roiit to the qoast.
;
Fe, today. '
Rush Razee, the noted rifle and pis
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS.
tol shot, who gave an exhibition here
yesterday, has returned to Albuquer- - j
Pio Arriba DemocrUic Ticket.
j
CORN-FE- D
'.
que.' ,
Tl;e Rio Arriba C inly
Fred. JJuller, receiver of the federal mr! in convention s onUsr and nam- land office, has left on an overland d the following county ticket:
trip to the McKinley county oil fields
Senator Rio Arriba and Sandoval
and Gallup.
counties, Jose M. Lopez, Alcalde.
Coll George W. Prichard has gone
Senator Rio Arriba county, J. R.
to Springer where he will speak toBall, Espanola
night in, the interests of the
and
Representative Rio Arriba
Progressive Republican party.
Sandoval county, Celestino Cordova,
Territorial Engineer C. D. Miller
left last night for Clovis, beginning Abiquiu.
Representative Rio Arriba county,
his nine day tour in the interests of
Home-Mad- e
P. Harper, Chama ; ; J. G. Borrego,
E.
Sausage,
good roads and irrigation matters.
Chamita.
Juan S. Ortiz, Francisco S. Chavez,
Clerk probate court Enrique Abey-- j Blue
Florentino Chavez, Margarita Chavez,
Patricio Chavez and T. Chavez, all of ta. Park View.
POULTRY
and
Sheriff Elias Garcia, Coyote.
Lamy, are registered t the Coronado
Francisco
treasurer
Collector
and.
Hotel.
VEGETABLES
.
Park ViSw.
Attorney C D. Cleveland of Lag Loiezr
Alcalde.
o.
Assessor-"joForbes' Quality
Vegas is in the city, having returned
Probate judge Juan D. Atencia,
from Mora county where he spoke
and Steel-CDixon.
with former Governor H. J. Hager-man- ,
-- Thomas
schools
of
. Superintendent
Dr. Hess and others.
John A. Laughlin, , the Trinidad S. Dozier, Espanola.
commissioners
Amurente
County
Colorado, street paving man, was in
the city yesterday looking after his Garcia, Rio Chama; Jose E. Gomez, No
chances for the contract to pave Al Lumberton.
offer
if
Surveyor Robert E. Adams, Cano-nebuquerque's business district. Albu,
,.
querque Journal.
:
Rio Arriba County Central commitMrsv" W. Bayard Cutting and her
daughter, M ss' Olivia Cutting, left tee: Jose D. Montoya, Chamita, presLAUGHLIN BLOCK,
last night for their home in New York ident; Torebio Salazar, Chamita,
Samuel
summer
Chamita,
Eldodt,
here
retary;'
214 Don Gasper Avenue.
They spent the
with Bronson M. Cutting at his home treasurer.
on Buena Vista Lome.
Help From Los Angeles.
Y. Chavez of Los A"hgeles. will
Octavlano A. Karrazolo. the silver
tongued orator of New Mexico, who hurry 'to the aid of Felix Mafiins ot
wilf speak at the court nouse tonight, El Paso, and announces he will stump
PROPRIETOR.
has arrived In the city, and is at the New Mexico for McDonald and his
Montezuma Hotel.
He is acco.ti-- British stockholders,
,.
panied by his son, O. A. Larrazolo Jr.,
BETTER
of'Moctezuma, Old Mexico.
-- f ,ett;rg
Ust
rema,nlnt uncalled
THE TIME TO BUY
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo re- - f,r
tne p,Btafflce at Santa F N.
turned last evening from Willard, M for tne week ending 0ct 14 1911,
HOT WATER BOTTLES
where he attended the Republican It ntt called
within tw week,
Is now. We have just received
and addressed they wlll D 8eBt t tne iead ieltef
county
convention,
a big mass meeting.
Tomorrow ,ffice at Washington,
alargelinedirect from factory,
morning he goes to Bernalillo, Sando
thereby insuring fresh goods.
Asher, W. C '
vai county, and thence to Socorro. La- Barens, Rubel. ...
ter he will visit the lower Pecos val-Best, Ellsworths
ley.
Collins, Miss K. V.
'; David
P. Howells,' superintendent
Crespin, Manuel.
of agents' of the western division of Davis, Gerti. I
:
the American
Bankers Insurance
Dunbar, itxdl Wbyl.
of
In
was
the
Company
Chicago,
city
Dorman, Jno.
Insurance
today calling on Deputy
Edmonson,
Commissioner P. M. A. Lienau at his
Antonio.
afflce at the capltol. Mr. Howells
Gaston, A. H.
Garcia, Eduardo.
Harvey, Paul.
Hendrix, Rev. J.- W.
Jackson, Clifton.
.

"

BREAD AND CAKE

Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Confectionery. Fruits and Groceries
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday

FOR FINE

HEADQUARTERS

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does

PLAZA BAKERY

PERsoNmlraTVMISS 'A. MUGLER

TRUST CO.

PAGE FIVE

M.

i

Phone 36

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut

1

Uf

1

lill!-Nih- il!

Parlor and Dining Room Sats, which are the admiration of alt Santa Fe.

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at.

fr

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND

1

Don Gasper
BEST

Avenue.

and-Manhat- tan

RESIDENCE

CLOSE-I- N

THE MARKET.
BUY BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.

LOTS

ON

n.

Santa

Fe, N. M.

Phone, Red 189.

H.

S. KAUNE

5

GO.

'

i

Where Prices are
LOWEST
:

!

,

Staple & Fancy

Beautiful Hand -- Painted China
The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti
cle That You Might Be Interested In- THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

Hy

J
Fftur, Hay and Grain,

YONtZ,.5"

SAFE QUALITY.

j fi DOLES
Pure Hawaiian

THE V AUG HAN RANCH
' (Old

.

f

Best of Food I
Best of Beds
S , t Cold Pure
Water
Spring
No Invalids
$15 a Week
.

i

v JclcirapiiMliCXk Write Pecos

,

EXTRA FANCY

Elberta Peaches

.

and

Night Phone.

Welch's Grape Juice

Funeral Directors
PICTURE FRAMING

Phone,

I JO

Red.

:

U. S. KAUIIE

&

GO.

guarantee each and every Bot- tie we sell to last one year.
Reliable

Always

SXXXXSXXXXXXXXS

4

DRUGGISTS
I

Phone, Red IM. Night Phone.Red 58. J

Carriage

-

&

:
,

SIGN

painting!

HOUSE

X

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

X

X

X

X

X

If
i

j

?

,

Phone Black

No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black

No. 229

Residence

305 San Francisco Street,

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

LADIES'

ONE-PIEC-

E

DRESSES

n

the

highest degree of style

YOUR IDEALS REALIZED

J.P. Steed

AT

& Son

CARPENTERS

SIGN PAINTING

NEATLY

DONE

TRY OUR SUNDAY DINNER

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP

-

Phone, Red 64 All Work Guaranteed.

Phcne. Red

115

ITS CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

0

7
is 3

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
THE
Our display rooms are open for
are
where
It. It saves on your light
and
It
pay tor, by

SAVES
bill
EYES.
you
your
right
using
seen
can
we
sell
will
of
and
be
line
them
we
and
have
that
Get
finest
and
the
from
Student
anywhere,
Lamps
inspection,
Reading
right.
away
the Idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

You

X

you are looking for a HOME, this is well worth.1 your
investigation.

Home Cooking -- - We bake our
AND CABINET MAKERS.
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless
of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER

monthly rates upon application.

X

ern residences in the city. Location
unsurpassed. Price very reasonable.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

X

CO.

One of the best and most complete mod-

PAINTING

''

DRY GOODS

FOR SALE

Automobile

The New State
A PRIVATE BOARDING

Received.

j

KXXXXXXXXXXXXfcSX
.

SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

BUTT BROS. CO..

BURKE. Postmaster.

W G. BUSH, Prop

4

We
,

242 Lower Palace Avenue

108 Palace - Avenue
Day

C.

Just

and will be on SPECIAL SALE next week.

JUST A FEW OF THOSE

LEFT.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Very Latest Styles

.

E.

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
'

Logan, D. W.
Lovato, Dolores.
Myers, H. E.
McMillan, Daniel.
McLeod, J. D.
McCreary, Mrs.
Montes, Donaciano.- Mora, Amilla.
Martines, Crestina.
Martines, Rebecca.
Nash, Mrs. W. H.
Naranjo, Berjinia.
Persone, J. A.
Patrick, Mae C.
Pemberton, F. E.
Reed, Geo. H.
Romero, Bonifacio.
Romero, Candelarlo.
Rodrigues, Antonio.
Rodrigues, Antonita.
Rodrigues, Anastacita.
Souls, Morrow.
Suits,; May.
, Trujilld, Bicente.
Val Delvies Jose.
Varlede.. Juan.
..
Vijh, Geneveba R."'
Vernon, Thos.
Williams Indian Room.

Marietta.
The Most Delicious of Drinks, Pal-- - ' Wetherwell,
Yoakum, Mrs.
atable and Refreshing. A De- la calliis far tkess letters fleai
stats wkstkar "advertised" sr sst.
cided Aid to Digestion.

the Fishing Season
,

.

Pine Apple Juice

Sparks Ranch )

Open May (5th for

Capes and Skirts

Jones, Perry.

I

FOR

C!

XXXXX XX

Ladies' Misses', Children's Suits, Cloaks,

-

119 San Francisco St.,

X

.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
I

COMPANY.

XX XX

SSSXSXXSXXXXX

"

."'v

i

UNDERTAKING

having

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

ft

X

AGE

SIX
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(Oonnects at Oolfax with K. P. 4 s. W. Ity, train both North and Soutb.IE
SStage for Van Houten M. M. mee'e trains at Preston N.IM
Stage leaves tlte Park. N, M.. (or Kliaahetiilown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally excep?
sndftys, Kare ii uu one way S3.50 round trip; nfty pound baggage carried free.
. for the south at 11;11
O. & S train leaves lies Mcines, N.
p. in. arrives from tb
th at 4;38 a. m.

'

M--

C. DEDMAN,

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M..

Superintendent.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

VJSStiSSZ

ko, Arizona, Mexico and te the Pacific Coast, via
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Taeac

THE

POSW

iffejroSI

ROUTE

kfep'
p.

&

p.

OR

WEST

a

El Paso Texaa.

When Going

EAST

WEST
USE THE

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION

Reed Holloman.
Holloman Well Received in Taos.
Among the outside guests in Taos
week was Hon.
during convention
the
Iteed Holloman of Tucumcari,
next judge of this district. Mr. Holloman made a most excellent speech
before the convention, the true ring
of an ardent Republican being eviCream Filling
dent in every sentence. A large num
cup sifted flour;
ber of Taos citizens greeted Judge
salt; 1 cup hot milk; 1 egg, Holloman
here and ho left on Tues
beaten light; y3 cup sugar; 1 teaspoon-fu- l
day morning with the O. K. mark of
vanilla extract; 1 ounce chocolate.
Mix flour and salt with a very little our people. He came here not entirecold milk; stir into the hot milk and ly unknown, as he was a prominent
cook ten minutes; add the chocolate member of the constitutional convenand stir until it is melted and evenly tion, but few of the citizens here had
blended with the flour mixture, then met him personally.
He made many
beat in the egg mixed with the sugar, friends while in Taos who will be
and lastly the vanilla.
pleased to greet him when he comes
You need the K C Cook's Book, conofficially among us as judge of
taining this and 89 other delicious again
recipes sent free upon receipt of the our court. Mr. Holloman is especially
colored certificate packeil in every
strong in his own county and nothing
can of K C liaking I'owder. Send speaks more favorably for any man
to the Jao.l'ES Mfg. Co., Chicago
than that his neighbors think well of
him. Taos Valley News.
One-fourt-

Palace.
G. W. Prichard, City
A. E. Beyth, Topeka, Kas.
S. P. Gray and wife, The Pecos.
F. L. Edminster, Alamosa.
John J. Fox, SU Louis.
Coronado.
Earl Clark, Denver.
J. Martinez, City.
B. B. Wilcox, Clovis.
Juan S. Ortiz, Lamy.
Francisco 8. Chaves, Lamy.
Florentino Chavez, Lamy.
Margarita Chavez, Lamy.
Patricio Chavez, Lamy.
T. Chavez, Lamy.
Montezuma.
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
O. O. Oden, Los Angeles.
J. O. Wertheim, St. Louis.
F. D. Simpson, St. Louis.
A. A. Jones, Las Vegas.
H. J. Cunningham, City.
O. A. Larrazolo, Las Vegas.
J. B. Larrazolo, Jr., Montezuma.
Ruth E. Lehnhard, Evansville, Ind.
Florence Baker, McLeansboro, 111.
P. E. Moss, Alouquerque.
C. Clay, Las Vegas.
W. E. Cogdell, City.
H. D. Burrell, Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Sawyer, Albuquerque. .
T. R. Stewart, The Pecos.

Par rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

vised him to study law. This was so
out of the ordinary, (the advice, not
the killing) that it brought McGill into the limelight at once, and he's been
making strenifous efforts to remain
K C Crenm Cake
there ever since.
One-hacup butter; 1 cup sugar;
While it will come as a suprise to
yolks of 2 eggs, beaten light; 1 cus most people to know that New Mexisifted flour; 2 level teaspoon) "uls K C co
Democracy, the immaculate, is uncup cold water;
Baking louder;
der the direct control of a gang, yet
whites of 2 eggs, beaten dry.
Cream the butler; add the sn;ar, the young Democrats will be unable
yolks of e.iiys and water; then the Hour, to stir up sympathy by their asser
sifted three times with the taking pow- tions. New Mexico as a whole does
der; lastly the whites of eggs, liake in not bother its head over the troubles
two or three layers; put these together
with cream filling, and dredge the top of the Democratic party. Pecos Val
with confectioner's sugar.
84 ley News.

Hotel Arrivals.

EAST

BEST

WHAT IS YOUR FAMILY WORTH?
If your family is worth the best you
can afford in house and food and
clothes, is it not worth the best reading as well? And the best reading-b- est
for boys and girls, best for men
and women is to be found in The
Companion.
Of stories alone The Companion
will print nearly 300 in 1912. With all
the rest of the paper thrown in, and
counting the glorious long serial stories, they cost the subscriber less than
a cent apiece. Moreover, you will
look long before you will find stories
so varied and interesting stories of
coolness in the face' of life's obscure
heroisms, stories breezy with
humor, quaint and curious character sketches.
Now is the time to subscribe, for
you will receive free from the time
is received all the issues
your
for the remaining weeks of 1911, containing the opening chapters of Ralph
D. Paine's great serial story of the
Boxer rebellion, "The Cross and the
And there is the gift of
Dragon."
"The Companion Calendar for 1912,
"On the New England Coast," lithographed in ten colors and gold. Only
$1.75 now for the 52 weekiy issues, but
on January 1, 1912, the subscription
price will be advanced to 2.00.
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION.
144 Berkeley, Boston, Mass.

DEPOT

AUTO CO. R0SWELL

Carrying the 0. S. mall and paa
engers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
Ei Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave's Vaughn rt 8:4& a. ra., ar
rive In Roswell at 2:00 p. ru.
Leaves RoBwell at 12: SO a. m., arrive In Vaughn

at

of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
October
Halcyon
Days Perfect
Special rates are given for excur days continue and the weather bureau
jslons, for eight or more passengers predicts fair weather for tomorrow.
The maximum
yesterday
For further information,
write the was 33 degreestemperature
and the minimum
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
last night 33 degrees. The relative
was 31 per
numicaty last evening
cent. There was a heavy frost

5:3C p. m.

J.W STOCARD,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

j

of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
Jose Martinez, of Pecos, N.
who,
on Nov. 10, 190G made Homes ead No.
NVV
and K
07969, for W 2 NE
Section 14, Township 15N, Range
HE, N. M. Meridian has tiled notice of
Intention to make Final
I'roof, to establish claim to laud above
described, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office it San'a le, N. M.,
on the 18th day of Nov., 1911.

MANAGE?

PREPARED BY

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

Department

,

N. M,

Baggage allowance 100 lbi.
ti
.each regular ticket, excess baeeast
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
We are equipped to carry any kind

a

M.

Oct, 14, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Bonifa
cio Sandoval of Pecos, N. M., who, on
Nov. 12, 1911, made
Homestead
for SE
Section 33,
Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 21st day of Nov. 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses: En- Fernandez Armijo, Dionicio Sandocarnaclon Gonzales, Fernandas Gon- val, Placido Armijo, and Maximo Urzales, Jose M. Lujan, all of Pecos, N. ban, all of Pecos, N. M.
MT Jacinto Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
4

10265-0797-

2

j

rive-Year-

.

Reglsfer.
LET THE WANT
COLUMN DO IT.

a

good lire advertisement In the
Want column of the New Mexican will

Have you Kurnisheor Hooms to RentT
A little campaign Want
advertising
in the New Mexican will keep the income from your furnished rooms from
lapsing. The classified columns are
always looked up closely and it will
pay you well to use them.

rent any property that is rentable.
There is always, some one that wants
t. u
M,k.,
If you want anything on earth
Moh
uat gui,L uui jvu tuusi 1101i
them know It
a New Mexican Want Ad.

n

A

Merely Another Albuquerque Journal
Falsehood.
October 17, 1911.
Editor Santa Fe New Mexican, Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
Dear Sin- -It
appears that a Democratic convention was held yesterday In the
county of Valencia, in the city of
In the report of the proceedings
of said convention as published
in
this morning's Journal it is stated
that "Amado Chaves, of Albuquerque"
attended the convention and acted as
interpreter. As it will surprise my
old Santa Fe friends to hear, that a
Republican like myself should
Be-le-

life-lon- g

try

A PHYSICIAN.
Recommended by the Medical
Profession.
The best, safest and perfectly harmless treatment for dyspepsia and diseases of the stomach and intestines, is
prepared and presented to the public
by Saiz de Carlos, a physician, surgeon and pharmaceutist of undoubted
standing and highest repute in Europe.
This remedy,

give prompt relief In all cases of disorder and
diseases or the digestive functions, provided
there be no incurable organic deterioration.
Physicians who have prescribed Stomallx,
as the sole medicine for their patients in dyspepsia and other stomach troubles, report that
cases of thirty years' standing have readily
yielded to this treatment.
Stomallx makes a healthy stomach capable
of performing i ts work unaided. It Is beneficent in its action, relieving pain and toning
the entire system it is good for the youthful
and the aged. It corrects the ailments of
children. Sold by all DrugtUtt.
E. rOUGUA . CO., Aenrti, V. 5., New Vert.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1911.

ed in this class of schools, and believes that their efficiency can be
greatly increased. He believes in the
training of the hand to do, and will
work for the establishment of manual
training schools whenever it Is at all
feasible or possible to have one es
tablished.
Being a normal trained
man, he believes in normal schools,
and normal trained teachers. He will
stand for efficient, capable work, and
will do all in his power to advance
the cause of education in the new

F(0ilOTSI4te
COMPOUND
l

FOR ALL COUGHS AND COLDS

r

ill
FOLETS

state.
In addition to his career as teacher, principal and superintendent, Mr.
Stroup has had considerable business

and legal experience, both of importance in the office of state superintendent of public instruction. He is
energetic and persistent in what he
undertakes and alive to the educational movements of the day. New Mexico Journal of Education.

FOR CHILDREN
AND
GROWN PERSONS
Host effectiie with Croup and Whooping Cough

I

Foley's Honey andTar Compound

COMPOUND
If.

mmmmmaKUtm
tOITlIB
OB OTHEB

10

MABHFUL

I

!

OPIATES.

is quick and reliable. It stops the
cough by promptly healing the cause.
Contains no opiates. Is indispensable
in a family where there are children.

0RU6S

MblMlhlMa
OM ens vmum

llfHil

aw

HI)

tecamraensed tor Cettfnt.
Colds and the VariousAffections o( the

ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
liilltl
THE THREAT OF THE
Mrs. Frank Marti. 417 Church St., says: "Foley's Honey and Tar
saved the life of our baby boy. He contracted 4 severe
1 Compound
DEMOCRATIC BOSSES.
Throat. Ghext
bronchial trouble and coughed violently and had spells of coughing
Either you elect the Democratic
and gagging and turned black in the face. I always had great faith
and Lungs.
j
in Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and started giving it to the
ticket or if we have the power at
child. In a short time he was relieved and finally the cough was
the next session of Congress to do it,
entirely stopped and the coughing and gagging spells ceased bothIll
FOLEY
CO.
beering him. He got well in a short time, gaining in weight and
we won't let you into the Union
CHICACO,IIX.
getting robust. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has many times
cause we will not approve of the procsaved us trouble and this with the wonderful cure in baby's case
ItW
-- all
shows its great merit. We are never without Foley's Honey and
lamation admitting you even if the
Tar Compound. We always keep it in the house."
president should try to issue one.
This is in substance the threat of
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
the Democratic bosses made through
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
an outsider a Virginian the Hon.
lower
the
member
of
D.
Flood,
Henry
branch of congress and inventor of Mr. Jones
There is one bluff a New Mexico
quits trying to corral all
'
the blue ballot.
waters for his lands, and Mr. Mc- citizen will call every time that i
the
Mr. Flood cloaked the threat nice- Donald and Mr.
Hagerman quit try- a threat. Albuquerque Herald.
ly but he did not cloak it enough but
ing to grab the public lands of the
that its sinister meaning was felt. He new state;
that not until the Demo- THIS LOBO WILL
said in effect that if election frauds cratic
stands for honest prinREPLACE TEDDY BEAR.
party
were charged, New Mexico would be
methods and honest
honest
ciples,
kept out of the Union if the Demo-- candidates and for a square deal for Mr.
Speake Says it is Ideal Playmate
crats could do it and at all events the little fellow as well as for the
for Children But Quarrels
that the members elected to the low- - big one, it cannot hope to
With Adults.
power
gain
the
er branch of LUUglCO! where
In this state.
Democrats have power, would riot be
The day of the "Teddy Bear" as a
ml- - rluuu ua8
.u.bmo..
seated but that their Democratic op to New Mexico. Posing as an advo- - plaything for children is past and
wniH ho .mw.
Dem- - a real, live "lobo" or wolf, is to take
This is nice politics nice clean cate of these things for which
he
have its place. So thinks E. O. Speake,- should
.
ocracy
stand,
might
Vir-in
have
politics of the kind they
vot- - who spoke encouragingly of the new
some
made
the
upon
impression
ginia and we presume in Texas and in ers out
but
to
he
failed
here
realize
toy today.
Arizona where the most
Mr. Speake is a sheep inspector, as- election methods are used by the that the Democratic bosses in whose
hands he placed himself and whose sistant of Dr. Thomas A. McCarthy.
Democratic bosses.
. l
i
i
a
i auui
wele uuciuaKeu
anfl wfiUe ln San Miguei county this
For what does Mr. Flood take the "6"1 ue e"i,uu
be
arrived.
bfore
Spring he found the little lobo which
'citizenship of New Mexico? Does hejunmasked
Many individuals, even more Intel- - was then three months old. He was
think the old spirit of the west is
dead? Does he think that threat orjligent and more able than Mr. Flood struck with the beauty of the animal
cajolery from a rank outsider, a dem- - have tried to threaten and browbeat and brought it to his home In Santa
agogue and a political trickster like the people of New Mexico and failed. Fe. He chained up the animal and
himself, can force the old Thornton ' That is the history in New Mexico, endeavored to tame it. His efforts
Mr., Flood should remember, of the seemed successful as far as children
gang back into the saddle?
Was there ever an election in New! Democratic party. The only hope for are concerned, for the lobo, according
Democracy is for men to lead it and to his story, would romp and play with
Mexico when the Democratic party
did not preach its doctrine of good govern- - tut? juuugoicia, ucwi utuuiiiig rwu
and demoralized
beaten
threaten all sorts of things and ment, who are men instead or politic a hair of their curly heads.
Mr.
But the lobo resented being chained
charge all kinds of election frauds? al hypocrites and demagogues.
The worst election frauds ever pen Flood has mistaken the temper and and so spoke to Mr. Speake by
of the people of New Mexico. ing him through the finger one fine
petrated in New Mexico have been
'
perpetrated by the Democratic boss- He has made the worst break of the- morning. Mr. Speake was speechless
atHe has
for pain for several seconds and he
es. Do the people of San Miguel Democratic campaign.
rounty forget the reign of Felix Mar- tempted to bulldoze and frighten the mused: "This animal is distinctly for
the kindergarten's amusement."
tinez and his Union party? Do the people of the west.
Mr. Flood is a tenderfoot in thej
Now Mr. Speake would like some
Spanish speaking voters of the Pecos
New Mexico political situation. He kind lady who wants a live "Teddy"
valley get to vote?
Mr. Flood is new In New Mexico would have saved votes for the party to take charge of the lobo, give It
'a good home, preferably with a placi- He has been here but a few days. He by remaining away.
From a political standpoint., the ta to play in and lots of children to
lias secured his Information from Mr.
Jones, from Mr. Hand, from Mr. Republicans should welcome him. He keep it company. But no chain gang
He has done more to insure a Republican rules must be enforced as the lobo
Martinez and from Mr. McGill.
has taken the wrong tack at the victory in the new state than any--' will not endure such hardship and at
the same time keep his temper.
start and destroyed whatever benefit thing in the campaign thus far.
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j

high-hande- d
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.

j

it

Former Mayor Amado Chaves.

OFFICERS

OF MASONIC GRAND LODGE.

be attending Democratic conventions
I wish you would correct that report
by saying that it is a 'mistake. I did
not attend that convention but I am
really glad that such a convention
has been held and that a ticket has
been put in the field in opposition to
the regular Republican ticket. It will
make the campaign more interesting.
The Democrats and Insurgents are
well organized in Valencia county this
year. They will have representatives
and challengers in each precinct. A
full vote will be cast and there will be
no ground for complaints that frauds
have been perpetrated.
Yours truly,

good-nature- d
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ROSWELL
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You Hungry to Look at

RATON NEW MEXICO.

la effect Sept,

Head Down)

POLITICS ANDPQLITICIIIN5

By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking Ochool Magazine
When company arrives unexpectedly,
cake often covers au otherthis
wise embarrassing situation, for it
answers the place of any other dessert
as it can he stirred up quickly.

Company

GENERAL OFFICES
(

Cream CakeIt
Makes

M.

AMADO

CHAVES.

Politics in Curry County.
(Quay County Times.)
Curry county is so strongly Demo-

cratic that a large majority are seeking an office at the primary. Grady

Record.
Yes, but wait until November 7,
and see what a lot of disappointed
candidates there will be in Curry
county. You may lead a horse to
water but you cannot make him drink
if he don't want it. That primary
was so rank, that not one Democrat
in ten will remain cinched and gagged
to it. The average voter' is going to
"buck", and "buck hard" when it
comes down to making him vote for
poor incompetent men just because
an illegal pledge was tacked onto the
tail end of the ballot. Any scheme
that undertakes to cut-of-f
or cinch a
voter in exercising his free will In
voting on the day of election can never be popular or successful with the
masses of the people. Clovis News.
Yes, brother, you are right, and
they are already spotted. People
may be fooled sometimes but not
fooled all the time. Melrose Democrat
i

NATHAN JAFFA.

..

The Right Man for the Place.
Mr. Stroup has taught In every
grade of school, from the rural school
to the Albuquerque high school, has
been superintendent of New Mexico's
largest city, and is now superintendent of one of the most progressive
counties within the state.
During his term of office as county
superintendent, of Bernalillo county
he has interested himself in things
that work for the betterment of rural
conditions. As chairman of the good
roads committee of the Commercial
Club of the city of Albuquerque,
he

has taken active part in the betterment of highways throughout that
eounty. He is interested in the d
velopment of agriculture, having oria
inated the first corn growing contest
in the Territory of New Mexico gome
years ago, and together with two
members of the Agricultural College,
attempted the organization of Farmers' Institutes throughout Bernalillo

connty.
Mr. Stroup, if elected to the office
of state superintendent, can he de- ipended upon to take active part In
.whatever tends to benefit the rural
He is Intensely Interest- population.

Yesterday Elected Grand Junior Warden of Masons.
he might have proven to the Democratic party in New Mexico.
Mr. Flood has failed to understand
that not until such men as Jones,
Martinez, Hand and McGill are repudiated by the Democratic party; that
not until the leaders of the Democratic party are men in whom the rank
and file of the voters in this state
have some confidence; that not until

MASONIC GRAND LODGE
ELECTS ITS OFFICERS.

Grand Master; Nathan
Jaffa, Junior Warden; A. A.
Keen, Secretary.
Today the Masonic Grand Lodge in
annual session at Albuquerque, adjourned. Tomorrow the Grand Chapter, on Friday the Grand Command-ery- ,
and on both days the Eastern
Star, hold their annual conventions.
The grand lodge yesterday elected W.
B. Walton of Silver City, grand master; Marine R. Williams of Las VeThe
feature embodied In Cole'a
gas, deputy grand master; Walter P.
Original
Wood Heater makes it possible to control the burning of wood, first to Chisum
of Roswell, senior grand
eharconl.
Charcoal makes a clean, hot fire
a
and leaves very little ash.
of Santa Fe,
This means a warden; Nathan"-Jaffsaving of at least 60
cent In the saving Junior
A. A. Keen,
warden;
grand
of fuel as compared toper
botstoves with esst
toms or side door frames which have leaky
A. J. Maloy, grand
esst Iron and steel joints. It Is a perfect grand secretary;
treasurer.
of
radiator
W. B. Walton,
.

Evenly Heated Hemes

heat, giving out all the heat produced by the fire. The beat from burning a
single newspaper can be felt across the room.
It holds are over
with light wood, cobs
or trash. The Are night
la never out and by simply
patting ln a little fresh f"el In th morning,
yon can best up the room from tero to TO
degrees In five minutes' time. Wa have them
In all sizes and styles.
Prise tl.SO and tip.

Tonight' Program at the Elks?;
The Last Drop of Water; The Spinster's Marriage; The Return of Widow
Pogson's Husband.

(B-3WOOD-DAVI-

S

HARDWARE CO.
Agent, Santa Fa, N. M.

If yes want anything en arOi
New Mexican want ad.

W. B. WALTON,

Try Yesterday Elected Grand Matter of
- Mason.

CATTLE MARKET AVERAGED
HIGHER LAST WEEK.
More Sheep and Lambs Arrived Than
Ever Before During a Similar
Period at Kansas City.
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What Ails You?

Filed in Office of Secretary of New
AFTER
LOJjJLLNESS
Mexico, Oct. 9, 1911; 5:30 p. m.
NATHAN JAFFA. I
Secretary, j Mrs. Schwartz Was Very Weak
Vinol Made Her Strong.
Compared O. to C.

.

Do you feel weak, tired, despondent, have frequent heai
aches, coated tongue, bitter or bad taste in morning,
"heart-burn,- "
belching of gas, acid risings in throat otter
eating, stomach gnaw or burn, foul breath, dizzy spells,
poor or variable appetite, nausea at times and kindred
symptoms ?
If you have any considerable number of the
above symptoms you are suffering from biliousness, torpid liver with indigestion, or dyspepsia.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is made
up of the most valuable medicinal principles

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

WANTS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

When we tell you that Vinol is
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF
Attorney-at-Lathe best remedy In all our large stock
Stage. Batb. ranee, light. O- - C. WaU
LOAN
INVESTAND
EQUITABLE
New Mexlc son & Co.
for making weak people strong and 3anta Fe,
MENT COMPANY.
we are only telling you
vigorous,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
what has been proved hundreds of
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Territory of New Mexico,
liKtit
house keeping; suitable for two
times.
Attorneys
Office of the Secretary.
2" Garfield Ave.
For instance, Mrs. Y. F. Schwartz
Practice in Ue Distrl t Court a
Certificate of Comparison.
Court 0;
of New York City, says: "Lately
the
before
well
as
Supreme
the
Nathan
I,
Jaffa, Secretary of
weak- the
FOR KENT Ten room bouse, 243
was
from profound
territory.
known to mediccl science for the permanent
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby ness suffering a
Friii
One large room
for
Agua
and
Mexico.
illness
New
is
most
following
long
a
It
2,000
cure of such abnormal conditions.
including
27,000 head, here,
certify that there was filed for record more than a month I could not gain Las Cruces,
suitalile for store. Also store furniefficient liver invigorator, stomach tonic, bowel
in this office at Nine o'clock a. m., on
calves, and dealers expect that the
ture for rent if wanted. Good steel
as I should.
C. W. Q. WAF.D
regulator and nerve strcngthener.
the Twenty-fiftday of August, A. D. strength
receipts of eighty thousand head here
roof, stable and well water. Close to
to give Vinol a
"I
then
determined
Attorn
y
District
medicine
is
secret
this
or
not
a
Territorial
of
be
will
of
Articles
nostrum,
1911; Certified Copy
duplicated
patent
last week
The "Golden Medical Discovery"
chance to help me and It is most For San Miguel and Mora Counties depot. Good location for business.
and attested
a full list of its ingredients being printed on its
week. The market is steady to strong
Incorporation of the Equitable Loan
harmno
or
it
contains
show
My strength has been
that
will
these
alcohol,
at
A
oath.
exunder
Nw Mexico Will rent all or part. A. liustamante.
glance
& Investment Company, Number 6905, satisfactory.
Us Vegas,
today. Features today are the
d
with
fluid
made
I
extract
built
has
It
and
Vinol
is
know
a
that
ful
pure,
up
drugs.
A Foreign Corporation from the Tertreme scarcity of good to choice beef
WANTED Pay or board at start to
been of great benefit to me."
glycerine, of proper strength, from the roots of native American medical,
E. C. A3B0T7
steers, or rather the complete abWorld's Dispensary Medical Association, Props., Buffalo, N. Y. ritory of Arizona; and also, that I
forest
trades. Automobiles, Electricilearn
plants.
If you are .weak and run down from
reof
the
and
Attorney-at-Lahave compared the following copy
sence of that kind,
large
cauee
delicious
Plumbing, by actual
let
Bricklaying,
any
ty,
Vinol,
(our
4u
and
the same, with the original thereof cod
Practice in the District and
ceipts of range cattle. Stockers
few months reon
withwork
and
iron
Only
liver
jobs.
preparation,
now on file, and declare it to be a
feeders are steady today, following
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
No
out
OF
build
INCORPORATION
and
make
drudgery.
OF
you
oil)
ARTICLES
quired.
you
apprenticeship
up
correct
therefrom and of
a week's trade amounting to thirty der close of previous week. Run is
attention given to all business.
COO
last year. Catalogue
LAUNDRY the wholetranscript
students
We guarantee that it will
ELECTRIC
FE
SANTA
strong.
of
the
thereof.
year.
the
5
Mexico
New
thousand head,
highlargest
7,000 today, market steady to
we give back
free. United Trade School, Los
your Santa Fe.
COMPANY
Given under my hand and the Great if it does not
The call from the country is more er, top $6.50, bulk $6.15 to $6.45,
Vinol
money.
Capita!
Try
today.
conto
Seal of the Territory of New Mexfor stock steers, and for cattle
G. W. PRICHARD
10 cents under last Monday's Territory of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, N. M.
sume roughness, than for animals to which is
ico, at the City of Santa Fe, the Pharmacy,
and Counsellor at Law
freeAttorney
are
TYPEWR'TERS.
pretty
Office of the Secretary.
coming
Pigs
Capital, on this 25th day of August
go direct into feed lots. This tend- figures. are
all th- - Dhtrict Coort-tn- d Cleaned,
in
Practice
week
a
and repaired. New
lower
ago,
than
Certificate of Comparison.
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1911.
encv is because of high corn, scarce ly, and
A.
given special aticitian to case platens furnished. Ribbons and sup.
,
,
ln 'selling at $4.25 to $3.50. Combined
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7th day of Dec, 1910.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
NATHAN JAFFA.
before the Territorial Supreme Court plies.
markets last week Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
P. K. HICKEY,
Typewriters sold, exchanged
the country, added to which is the j receipts at eleven same
Secretary of New Mexico
Office:
in
week
Laughlin Blk, Santa Fn N. M and rented. Standard makes handled.
any
record
than
were
was
filed
for
there
that
Public
larger
certify
(NOTARIAL SEAL)
Notary
remembrance of the failure of last
(SEAL)
since 1908, and average prices in this office at 5:30 o'clock p. m., on
All repair work and typewrite
guarTerritory of Arizona,
Territory of Arizona,
year's feeding operations to show a year
Exinvariable
D. MOULTON
A. D. 1911;
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the
of
corresponding
Fe
Ninth
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October,
lowest,
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the
day
Typewriter
Auditor.
Office
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other
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hand,
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of
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with
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Phone
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change.
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United States
America,
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cent greater than Electric Laundry Company, Number
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price
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6943; and also,
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and
this
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the following copy of the same with of Arizona, do hereby
surrounding
with
the
the feeder. Six thousand Old Mexico was $1.15 lower.
foregoing copy
certify that the compared
"NEW STANDARD 1910 Census AT- cattle have been here in the last More sheep and lambs arrived here the original thereof now on file, and annexed is a true and complete the original Articles of Incorporation
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correct
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he
LAS of the World." Agents making
Santa
declare
it
Fe,
transcript
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from
a
of them direct
week,
last week than ever before in single
transcript of the Articles of Incor- of The Equitable Loan & Investment
Best ot
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the republic. They sold at $3.80 to week last month. Other markets had therefrom and of the whole thereof. poration of The Equitable Loan & In- Company, filed and recorded in my
Great
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terms.
Agents
Agent,
Special
Formerly
on
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of
29th
1910,
werw
the
filed
$4.35 for the steers, and the cows extra big runs, and prices naturally Given under my band and the
which
day
August,
vestment Company,
a
Seal of the Territory of New Mex- in this office
'easy selling JUVENILE and HOLI
around $3.65.- Panhandle yearlings eased off 20 to 35 cents. Run is
on the twenty-nintday and that the same is a full, true and Land Claims and Contests SpecialtJ
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at
DAY Books. Combination Outfit
Fe,
the
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City
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ico,
and
here
sucu
pounds,
here today, Chicago
and of
today,
A. D. 1910 at three o'clock correct copy of
of
brought $5.65
original
August,
Chas. R. Eaaley
only 20c. 50 per cent commission
Chaa. F. Easley.
and twos brought $5.90, 870 pounds. i also have enormous runs, and prices Capital, on this Ninth day of Octo- p. m., as provided by law.
the whole thereof.
tc agents. Full porticulars free. Ad& EASLEY.
EASLEY
ber, A. D. 1911.
Grass cows bring $3.50 to $4.60, Colo-,ar- e
steady. Top lambs are
In Testimony Whereof I have herebarely
of
hand
and
seal
Witness my
office,
NATHAN JAFFA,
dress A. B. KUHLMAN, Publisher, 136
rado beef steers $4.65 to $5.35, quar- - j quotable at $5.65, though they stopped
Attorneys at Law.
unto set my hand and affixed my offi this 29th day of August, 1910.
Mexico.
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to
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$5.25.
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Practice in the courts and before West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
here
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today, feeding '
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cial seal.
C. F. LEONARD,
Done at the City of Phoetives are quotable up to $8.35, which around $4.75. Top yearlings bring (SEAL)
the Capital, this 21st day of June, (SEAL)
County Recorder. Land Department.
of the nix,
Articles of Incorporation
was paid last Tuesday, native grass 14.50, wethers $3.85, ewes $3.60,
Land grants and titles examined.
A. D. 1911.
Filed in the office of the Territorial
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whom a
Independent Order of Beavers.
fifteen
by
than
directors,
in New Mexico is; a gene
6. The time for which this corpora
Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
Santa
he transacted
shali
and
President
ral loan and investment business, is
tion shall exist shall be .fifty years.
.
F.
session at 8 p. m. Meetings
T.
A
"A.
its
MI88 E8TEL LE VERNON,
Ry."
Treasuand
regular
a
elected
and
Secretary
and selling real estate, loan and Leave
7. William G. Sargent, Fred For
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
The directors shall be suing
With Dave Lewlt in "Don't Lie to Your Wife," at the Elks Theater Torer
appointed.
InHome
and
Frank
Owen,
investment
Purchasing
noff, Jason W. Fairfield,
west ers are always welcome.
8.10 a. m. connect with No
morrow Night.
from among the stock vestment Contracts.
Thomas Doran, .Arthur Griffin, An- elected by and
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
10 eastbound.
No.
Twentieth
on
day
bound.
(20th)
the
holders
In Witness Whereor, the said Equidrew G. Pollock and Charles W. FairPresident
Until
each
of
12:10
year.
of
Fe
Santa
September
table Loan & Investment Co. has Returning arrive U
field are hereby named and appointed
C. J. NEIS,
or. Apparently Polly is as popular as j was given any minister in a church
of this corporation, who their successors are elected and quali caused its name to be hereunto sub- 9. nr.
directors
the
she was In her first season for the, pulpit
Secretary.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westare to act as such for the first three fied, the following named persons scribed and its corporate seal to be
house was filled even to the extra
And, again, Tabor people applauded months after the filing of this certifi- shall be the directors and officers: hereto affixed and these presents to be bound.
F. W. FARMER
seats placed in the orchestra pit, so gladsomely every time the minis- cate of
V A Jones. J. L. Wyatt and H. A.
executed by its .Vice president and
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:3
incorporation.
Homestead No.
from which the' orchestra had retired ter deals a telling blow to those of
Any two offices may be held
A. P. m.
we have here- Davis.
Whereof
of
In
Witness
5th
this
August,
day
to the tents to send forth more or uis church who are unwilling to lend unto set our hands and seals this by the same person, and the right to Secretary,
2879.
7
and
No.
with
m.
cocect
7:20
D. 1911.
p.
less melodious circus tunes.
Brotherhood of
a helping hand to the little horseback ninth day of October, 1911.
elect or appoint other officers or THE EQUITABLE LOAN & INVEST- 9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 saetbound
offices as
There are many touches in this rider, who doesn't want to go back to WILLIAM G. SARGENT
American Yeomen
(SEAL) agents, and to create such
MENT COMPANY.
Returning arr'v at Sana Fe 11: it'
Second
Meets
the board of directors may deem necMargaret Mayo play that go to the! the circus.
FORNOFF
FRED
(SEAL)
m.
CLEMENT,
CLARENCE
P.
By
Not a bad sermon really is that
heart of a Tabor audience. You re-and Fourth Thnre
W. FAIRFIELD
(SEAL) essary is hereby granted said corpora Attest:
J
member the last utterance in the first, preached by Polly; for yet again,
FRANK OWriN
(SEAL) tion.
days, Fireman's
J. L. WYATT, Secretary.
D. & ft. CJ. Ry.
scene, when Uncle Toby, the clown, when she does go back, "her act is THOS. DORAN
Hall. H. Foremap,
Article VI. The highest amount of
(SEAL)
ENDORSED:
m.
a.
north.
for
10:15
Leaves
dazed from the accident which has on the bum a dead one," all because
C. G. Richie, Cor.
ARTHUR J. GRIFFIN
(SEAL) Indebtedness or liability to which the
Foreign, No. 6906, Cor. Re'c. Vol. 6,
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
rendered Polly helpless for perhaps her heart is not in it.
is at any time to subject
Sec. Mrs. Dais;
G. POLLOCK
(SEAL)
ANDREW
Certificate
corporation
Designating
124,
New exlco Central Ry.
months to come, shows his grief to As for the rest, we have the shout CHARLES W. FAIRFIELD (SEAL) itself is not to exceed
s
of Page and
rarmer.
Place of Busl
Agent
Principal
No.
with
Leave
coniects
6:45
m.,
p.
the minister, makes his plea for the ing and the tumult, and some truly
the Authorized Capital Stock.
of New Mexico,
ness of The Equitable Loan & Invest 2
Territory
of
1
and
south
But
west
east
and
and
circus people and goes out lonely
circus tumbllne and riding.
Article VII. The private property ment Company in New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
Santa Fe Camp
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
heartsore, muttering, "But the show this the crowd seemed hardly cognizOn this ninth day of October, 1911, of the stockholders of the corporation
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
13514, M. W. A.
3 east
from
No.
has got to go on." That is life, ant. It wanted the action of the story before me
corfrom
,aeet8 second Tuespersonally appeared Wil shall be forever exempt
Mexico, Aug. 25, 1911: 9 a. m..
Isn't it? Even the cruel, or, perchance to proceed. It wanted to see Justice liam G.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Sargent, Fred Fornoff, Jason porate debts of any kind whatsoever.
day each month, so
afthe gentle critic Just there recalls meted out as it should be on a Sunday W. Fairfield,
In Witness Whereof, We hereto
Herewith are some bargains offered
Frank Owen, Thomas
cial meeting tkird
Secretary
News,
some dark hour in his own life when afternoon. Rocky Mountain
at Elks
Arthur
Griffin, Andrew G. Pol fix our signatures this 29th day of Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
by the New Mexican PrintingCom- Doran,
Tuesday
the show had to go on Just the same. (October 16, 1911.)
' Hall. Vlrting neigh.
paar: Cede of Civil Procedure of the
lock, and Charles W. Fairfield, to me August, 1910.
F. A. JONES,
known to be the persons described
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep bors welcome.
J. L. WYATT,
In and who executed the foregoing in
L. O. WHITTIER. Consul
bound, II; paper bound. 76c. Missouri
from
the
suffer
poisons
More
people
H. A. DAVIS.
Code CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.
strument, and acknowledged that they
and powders than Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
in
headache
pills
executed the same as their free act Territory of Arizona,
two for 810.
( suffer from
original headache. The Pleadings. $6; the
County of Maricopa.
and deed.
New
Mexico
to
Code, Laws
Adapted
when
head
Santa Fe Camp Na
Before me, P. K. Hickey, a Notary mistake is aiming at your
In Witness whereof I have hereun
fault. of New Mexico, 8S9, 1891 and 1903.
at
is
stomach
6S7&. R. N. A. meets
that
is
it
your
and
the
for
county
to set my hand and affixed my official Public in and
fourth Tuesday of
Stomach trouble brings your head and Bngllsh and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
seal the day and year first above writ territory aforesaid, on this day per
s.
Sheriffs Flexlbh
each month: sostomach close together; and that fnll leather
and
L.
your
J.
A.
F.
Jones,
Wyatt
sonally
ten.
Cel-scle! meeting third
keeps Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25;
H. A. Davis known to me to be the makes your headach.
EDWIN F. COARD,
New
head
at Elks'
up. two or mere hooks, 81 each.
and
down
stomach
foreTuesday
who
your
the
your
signed
same
persons
(Notarial Seal)
Notary Public
HaH.
VI si
settles stomach troubles; and M'xlco Surrema Court Reports, Von
to Cel-sacknowledged
instrument,
Commission
going
15th,
My
July
expires
oout
aid 10 Inclusive, 83.30 each. Com
mcd xwr wmu ovor rm
neighbors welcome
me that they executed the same tor does not contain anty poison. 10 and
1913.
tilatioa Corporation La.vs, 7C c Com
NETTIE VICKROT.
25c at The Capital Pharmacy.
therein mentioned,
the
purposes
END0R8ED:
.
Oracle.
Always remember the fall name.' 'Look
The Capital Pharmacy will refund illation Mining Laws, , to c Money't
No. 6943. Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page
Given under my hand and seal of
tnU FLORENCE RISING
New
to
do
of
Mexieo
all
If
fails
it
Reports.
on
box.
Jigest
1910.
your
purchase
price
of
S(o.
tUt
;
for
Articles of Incorporation of office this 29th day
130.
August,
signature
ererj
..
ReoordssV
Hanks.
we claim. Is this fair?
tfceea, 84J0; full list
Santa Fe Electric Laundry Company.
My commission will expire on the

Kansas City Stock Yards, Oct. 18.
higher
The cattle market averaged
last week, and trade was more active,
than any week before this fall. Everybody was, therefore, satisfied. Aged
cattle of all classes advanced 10 to
25 cents during the week, calves added 25 to 50 cents. The run today Is

1
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"Cash" no.
S

GROCERY

BAKERY - AND

MARKET

EMPRESS FLOUR"

Guaranteed the Best and Whitest Made.

M EATS - The

Best

Thatjoney

Will Buy

FEN.

M.

WEDSESOlW,

Akers-Wagne-

the funeral.

More

The new line of Misses' and Ladies'
coats, suits and dresses has arrived
m Qtr,.
onrl spe them
Qt

r10

Home Baking,

for $26.43, alleged balance due.
n "Polly of the Circus," Frederic
Girl Wanted for Housework WantFor Sale Mrs. Wagner, on Wash- - Thompson has surpassed himself in
ed a girl for general housework at 405 ington avenue, will sell out her entire nls etg0Tta to
give novel investiture
East Palace avenue.
stock of household goods, Including t0 tlle Btage story 0f a
cirCus
.
....
4
Window glass and putty at Goebels. , hrneo
rtrnSSAfS.
Vllrilccva
mania
tjv.
IJ..1
umoo ltrlc
wua,
who nieeis wun au actiuem,
'.naer
Another Laugh tonight at the Elks', tables, manogauy dining room ana meets and falls in. ove wIth a minis.
"The Spinter's Marriage."
j ter, marries him and lives
parlor sets. Sale private.
happy ever ;
WANTED Good milch cow. Apply
Carmen Abey- - after. Miss Ida St. Leon, the young- Died at Albuquerque
to Capt. Candelarlo Martinez.
son of Don Aniceto Abeytia of this est fading woman on the stage today, i
Milk and Cream always on hand tia, died at
Albuquerque this morn- - has the title part in Frederic Thomp- city,
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,
Mrs. Eugenio H. Baca, Mrs. son's . Poy of tne circus," which will
ing.
188.
Manuel Apodaca and Mrs. A. S. Alord be seen at tne
Theater oa. Tues- - i
LOST Last Saturday, silver .head will leave this
evening for the Duke dayj 0ct 24th.
belt pin. Return 21G Grant Avenue-rew-ard.
T'he L'ast Dr0p of Water, a Bio- City to attend the funeral.
Mrs. Virginia Larragoite de Rob-- graph drama worth seeing. . It's at
Munoz Found Guilty Jesus Munoz
Joseph the Elks
was found guilty at Albuquerque yes- erts today purchased, through
3. Hayward of the Santa Fe Abstract
of
from
a
terday
larceny
shop.
the
FIRST BATTLE UNDECISIVE.
Realty and Insurance Agency,
Found, a baby dress. Owner can residence
M.
of
Charles
property
have same by identifying it and pay "i
Continued from Page One.
Stauffer on Grant avenue. Mrs. Rob-- !
ing for this advertisement.'
erts expects to occupy the property
i
purchased as a home in the near fu- from the Wu Chang bank of the river.
ture.
Shells Fall Thick.
92....Phone....29
tl'.fl
Admiral Sah in turn ordered
See the Return of Widow Pogson's
Husband at the Elks' tonight. It's a war vessels to fall on the rebel field
pieces and for a time shells fell thicic
HAYWARD'S MARKET! Vitagraph.
Theano The Grecian danseuse will among the rebel gunners.
The warbe seen at the Elks' theater Saturday ship officers however, were seriously
i
night and it is needless to say that handicapped by the danger to the forthere will be a capacity house. .Not eign concessions involved in their fire.
since the Countess Swirsky was here
Correspondents Between Two Fires
has there been a treat of this kind.
Two foreign newspaper correspond
I
Theano comes from Chicago and will ents
narrowly escaped with their
iTU
I
the
Kll
of
be here under the auspices
on
oeen
naa
tne
lives, xney
cruising
Elks' of this city.
river in expectation of the battle and
Death of Raul Grijalva This mora their launch
had reached a point
ing at S:30 o'clock, death summoned opposite the imperial camp when the
sixteen months old Raul Grijalva, the
hostilities began.
Presently they WHEAT PASSES THE
64
and rose to 64
adopted son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Ad--I
The close was steady with DecemHAYWARD'S
MARKET Plomteaux on Cerrillos road on the found their little craft alongside
DOLLAR MARK TODAY.
....
flagship and between" the
net higher at 101
ber
south side. Besides the sorrowing miral Sah's two
From thai
fire of the
forces.
advanced
Oats
with corn. Decemin
of
to
92.. .Phone ..92
mother, Soledad Grijalva, he leaves
Orders
Buy
Chicago
spot the correspondents witnessed the Plenty
down
ber started unchanged to
Pit C6rn Too, Had an Upward
to 47 c
fighting until Admiral Sah, observing
and recovered to
at 47
Swing.
the danger of their position, ordered
them out of the firing line.
i
Provisions made a gain all around
XVly Speciaa Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Je
Revolution Spreading,
of owing to commission buying through. Chicago, IU., Oct. 18. Plenty
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. lS.
orders to buy upheld today the bull out the entire list. First sales were
m
Special cables received today "indi- side of the market for wheat. The 21-- to 10c up with January at 15.35
cates that the revolutionary movement onenins was
nff in a shade hieh- - to 15.45 for pork, 8.858.90 for lard,
is spreading rapiaiy in China. At Can;r-'er- December started at 100 to 100
and 8.05 for ribs.
ton it is reported that the authorities. a ioss 0f j.g to
but quickly rallied
Flowers.
Plants
and
Hardy
were disarming the new army in the to 100
PIANO BUYERS!
fear that its soldiers might desert to
The close was steady at C5 8 for Write now to The
Phone. Black 205.
418 Palace Avenue.
the rebel side.
Music Co., Denver, Colorado, for their
December, a net advance of
Raised Private Flags.
With pit shorts buying and country illustrated catalogue,
and
prices
Instead of raising the imperial drag- - offerings scarce, corn had an upward terms, and big list of Special Bargains
on flags in celebration of the birthday swing. December opened a sixteenth in slightly used Pianos and
'
of Confucious, the Chinese of Houg lower to a like amount up at 64 2 to
Kong are today displaying private
flags. This act of implied disloyalty
has greatly alarmed the authorities.
Sailors Desert.
WE KNOW
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
A late dispatch from Hankow states
-- AT THE
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED
that 4,000 imperial troops encamped
north of Hankow today to await the
for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
army of Honan before attacking Wu
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot dupChang. The sailors of the imperial
Besides All Other Flowers Now in Season.
'
licate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
navy,- attached to Admiral Chen Ping's
fleet lying in the river there, are reported to be deserting at every opportunity and making for the revolution
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Phone Black 12.
army.

Better every way
than the ready

;

j

BAKERY

GOODS -- TIIE BEST OF EVERYTHING.

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

made foods

I

TRW TCDrmnre'cs

1

WE RECOMMEND

CREAM

TO YOU THE

mm- -

i

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE

IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."

i

;

repair-departme-

si

j

and

Second-Han-

d

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

c

471-25-8-

-

2

c

'

i

1-- 8

c

3--

;

5--

ll

New and
1

Second-Han-

C56 BLACK.

Goods- -

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

SANTA FE, N. M.

Knight-Campbe-

ll

c.

1--

MILLINERY..

$100 $2.00 per Dozen

ROSES

,

Second-Han- d

3-- 4

8

nt

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

Highest.Cash Price Paid for

i

Up

i

8

DAVID LOWITZKI,
New

I

Powder

I Made ram Grapes

uiy

JAMES McCONVEVY,

Dealer iu

of Tartar

'

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTEPerfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

A pure,Cream

ream!

i

;

5

.

his grieving foster parents, Mr. and"
Mrs. Plomteaux. The funeral will
take place tomorrow afternoon at
r
The
3:30 o'clock.
Furniture Company is in charge of

If you are looking for a snappy
lady's or man's overcoat, see what the
Big Store has. Nathan Salmon.
Train No. 10 Late Again From the
usual mysterious causes, train No. 10
of the Santa Fe was reported "indefiX
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 18.
late" this afternoon.
The weather for New Mexico X nitely
Suit on Balance The New State
anu
is iair lonignc
mursuay.
,,u

chi

fl EATS

OCTOBER 18, 1911.

CLARENDON

GARDENS,

l25e.MRS.W.LlNDHARDT,l&c.

ist

THE

STME
for votes, NATHAN

BURSUM and McDONAD looking
SALMON, "The Big Stofc," looking; for customers, in which
he has captured as many buyers for his Hart, Schaffner &
Marx Suits as any candidate has been promised votes.
YOU

needn't be at all anxious about your looks when you go away from home in our clothes. You'll be just as

in any

well-dress- ed

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
are specialists in, always look correct wherever you wear it. If you are particular about your clothes
kind of quality in fabrics, and the right kind of tailoring, then you want these clothes.
You'll appreciate the services we are rendering you when you come to look at them. We're entitled to your thanks for getting together the sort of goods we have here. Even if you buy your
clothes somewhere else, its worth something to you and to every man in this town to have such a
chance to look over a lot of good clothes such as these.

YOUNG MEN'S STYLES A SPECIALTY
We know what the young fellows like in clothes; we've made a special effort to provide the kind
of style they want ; not freakish, extreme things, but styles and models
which gentlemen want, young looking.

Suits, $18.00 and up.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

;

if you

cityn the

world

nnf
uj rv
want not only correct style, but the right

W

;

FOR YOUR NICE PARTY DRESSES

CALL

ON

OUR DRESSMAKER,
MRS. VERNE, WHO IS RATED
TO THE VERY BEST WORK-

MANSHIP.
GUARANTEED

SATISFACTION
AT

MODERATE

PRICES

Overcoats, $16.50 and up.

HATHAH SALMON

